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INTRODUCTION
Today people are evincing an interest in art and a
genuine desire to understand it. Educational leaders concede
that the public schools are responsible for the cultivation of
public taste, the greater capacity for the enjoyment of art,
wider opportunities for creative expression, and the discovery
of real talent in art. In this work the junior high school
occupies an important place.
It is the purpose of this study to set forth the
function of art in the junior high school and to discover by
analysis of current courses of study the extent to which the
courses are organized to fulfill this function.
Information was obtained from one hundred and fif-
teen junior high school programs, courses of study and annual
reports from all sections of the United States. Books by
leading educators, as well as literature presenting the signi-
ficant aspects of art education, were studied to obtain the
viewpoint of the educator as well as that of the art special-
ist.
There has been included in the appendix certain
charts and other items of interest which were not entirely re-
velent to the thesis but should prove of value to the teacher
of art or the student of general education.
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An effort has been made to present the material in
such a manner as to be of interest to the lay reader as well
as the student of education. It is hoped that this presen-
tation will stimulate clearer thinking concerning art and
will contribute to the acquisition of the broader view of
this very important phase of education.
Robert Louis Stevenson
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(384 - 322 B.C.)
"Aristotle defended drawing as "being
regarded as usefnl for the purposes of life in
a variety of ways useful for a more cor-
rect judgment of the works of artists
Further, it is clear that children should "be
instructed in some useful things not only
for their usefulness, "but also because many
other sorts of knowledge are acquired through
them. With a like view they may be taught
drawing, not to prevent their making mistakes
in their ovm purchases, or in order that they
may not be imposed upon in the buying or sel-
ling of articles, but rather because it makes
theffi judges of the beauty of the human form.
To be always seeking after the useful does not
become free and exalted souls,"
3
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BRIEF HISTORY OF ART EDUCATION IIT THE UNITED STATES
A brief review of the progress of art education in
the public schools of the United States from its introduction
until the present time, will be helpful in understanding pre-
sent trends.
As early as 1749 the worth of drawing as a school
study appeared to the mind of Benjamin Franklin and was advo-
cated by him. In his "Proposals Relating to the Education
of Youth in Pensilvania" he wrote:
" As to their Studies, it would be well if they could
be taught every Thing that is useful, and every Thing that is
ornamental: But Art is long, and their Time is short. It is
therefore propos’d that they learn those things that are like-
ly to be most useful and most ornamental . Regard being had
to the several Professions for which they are intended.
"All should be taught to write a fair Hand, and
swift, as that is useful to all. And v/ith it may be learnt
something of Drawing, by Imitation of Prints, and some of the
pfirst principles of perspective."
Early Art Education
In 1821 the first attempt to utilize art in the
1 - Albert Henry Smith, The Writings of Benjamin Franklin,
Vol. II, pp. 390-391.
2 - Ibid. PP. 393-398.
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1public school curriculum was made by William Bentley Fowle.
'•Master Fowle, a pioneer of modern methods, required of his
pupils, drawing not only of maps but linear drawings in the
2
simplest application to geometrical figures especially.”
Drawing was permitted in the upper classes of the Boston
English High School from 1827 to 18 ^ 6 ,^
According to Charles A. Bennett, Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody, with her sister, gave instruction in drawing in
Boston, during the winter of l838-j59. A "Primer of Reading
and Drawing,” by Mary T. Peabody, was the basis of instruc-
5
tion. The utilitarian as well as the artistic side v/as
stressed. Rembrandt Peale, of Philadelphia, a true enthu-
siast, offered his services without charge to superintend
the introduction of drawing into the elementary grades. He
was finally permitted to do this but the opposition he met
was so persistant that he gave up in despair.^
In contrast to the general idea of drawing as a
1 - W'illiam G. Whitford, An Intraduction to Art Education,p .8
2 - Barnards School Journal, Vol.lO ,No.23,l86l
,
p.602
3 - Henry T. Bailey, A Sketch of the History of Public Art
Instruction in Massachusetts, p.l
4 - Charles A. Bennett, History of Manual and Industrial
Education Up to 187 O, p.4l9
3 - Royal B. Farnum, Present Status of Art & Drawing in the
Elementary & Secondary Schools of the
United States, United States Bureau of
Education Bulletin, No,l 3 , 1914, p.l
2
6 - James P, Haney, Art Education in the United States, Amer-
ican Art Annual, p.24
re
c
(c
subject for picture painting, William Minifie was teaching
it as a science and making exceptional progress with his
pupils in the boys high school of Baltimore,^ During the
next forty years ( 1821 -I 861 ) drawing was introduced into
the city schools of Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore, Cin-
2
cinnati, Cleveland, and many of the cities in the east.
The city of Cleveland, Ohio, in l849 introduced
drawing as a regular exercise into the schools. An early
history of the Public Schools of Cleveland by Andrew Freeze
states that a Miss Crosby gave instruction for a few months
in the higher schools and supervised in the grades at the
same time. The few months was not sufficient to start the
regular teachers in the work so Professor John Brainerd took
over the supervision without compensation. Brainerd was
not sn advocate of the geometric approach of his subject, nor
did he commend the formal copying which Minifie frowned upon.
His course was to familarize pupils as soon as possible with
the principles of perspective that they might sketch natural
objects with freedom and accuracy.'^
Art education was vigorously advocated by the great
Horace Mann. In his famous "seventh annual report."^ after
1 - Royal B. Farnum, op.cit., p.14
2 - William G. Whitford, op.cit., p ,8
^ - Andrew Freeze, Early History of the Cleveland Public
Schools , Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio,
1876
, pp. 103 -10 ^
4 - James P. Haney, Art Education in the United States, p.28
3 - Seventh Annual Report of Horace Mann, pp. 327 -332
- 6 -
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observations of German schools, the values of drawing were
given considerable emphasis. As a result of this report,
the School Committee of Boston, in l848, placed drawing in
the list of grammar school studies, but no provision was
made for teaching the subject or for materials and xext-
books.
It required more than two decades for Mann’s ad-
vanced ideas to be assimilated and to make possible the act
of 1870 . ^ The Worcester committee, in 18^8 , felt that
"Drawing should be taught in the high school provided it can
be as a scientific art Drawing in the other grades of
school, considering the average condition of the scholars and
the short time they spend in getting what must answer for an
education, it seems to us on mature reflection, is not to be
attempted."-^ In 1866
,
the superintendent of Worcester speaks
of "the system of object teaching, which has largely found fa-
vor of late "being" somewhat introduced into the schools of the
lower grades" in his city. He stated that he believed that -
"In some cities this system has been pressed to an absurd ex-
treme Yet, used with discrimination and good sense, it
1 - Charles A, Bennett, op.cit., p.42l
2 - See page 1
1
3 - A letter from A. P, Marble, Superintendent of Schools,
Worcester, dated July 23, 1874, addressed to Justin Winsor,
Superintendent and Secretary of the Boston Public Library
states," Copies of reports previous to 1839 are rare."
Excerpts from the Worcester School Report 1838 regarding
the value of drawing as a school subject, may be found in
the Twenty-second Annual Board of Education Report 1 83!;^ ,P . 1 49
.
- 7 -
k
A
has great value
,
and it should he cherished and com-
mended to all teachers of the younger children as a happy
method of enlivening a school, relieving the young minds from
a wearying study of hooks, kindling their interest in passing
scenes and surrounding objects, and giving them a store of
information on common things heyond the range of their tech-
nical studies."^
INDUSTRIAL MI) ECONOMIC NEED
The professional classes were not alone in their
ideas of the value of drawing. In information concern-
ing the influence of education upon those employed in the fac-
tories v/as gathered hy George S, Boutwell, secretary of the
Board of Education. ^ Mr. William B, Whiting of Newhuryport,
answering a question as to the importance to industry of a
thorough education of children said; "If our legislators would
establish in manufacturing towns schools of design, in which
children who show aptitude for drawing might be taught to de-
sign patterns for calicoes, lawns, shawls, etc., and also a
school where youth could he taught chemistry, as applied to
arts and manufactures, the education could not he too thorough
for the interests of both employer and employed."^
1 - Worcester School Report 1864, p.1^
2 - Twenty-third Annual Report Massachusetts Board of Education,
1839
, PP. 41-39
3 - Twenty-third Annual Report Massachusetts Board of Education,
1839, PP. 44-46
- 8 -
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As has been shown, drav/ing, as a school study, had
been growing in ravor in Massachusetts and in the larger
cities of other states. Drawing was required in the State
p
normal schools in l846, in the girls high school and normal
z
schools of Boston in 1846
,
and was permitted in all schools
by State legislation in l 860 ,^ During the winter of 1 866 - 1 867
the Rev. Edward Everett Hale and others had stimulated enough
interest to organize classes in connection with Boston evening
schools . -5 In 1869 these advocates of drawing brought the
following petition, drawn by Mr. Francis C. Lowell, before the
legislature
:
'’Your petitioners respectfully represent that every
branch of manufactures in which the citizens of Massachusetts
are engaged requires, in the details of the processes connec-
ted with it, some knowledge of drawing and other arts of de-
sign on the part of the skilled workmen engaged,
"At the present time no wide provision is made for
instruction in drawing in the public schools.
"Our manufacturers therefore compete under disad-
vantages with the manufacturers of Europe In England
1 - See School Reports of Charlestown, 1868 ; Natick, 18^7; Wor-
cester, 186^; New Bedford, 1868; Boston, 1868.
2 - Tenth Annual Report of Horace Mann, p.131
3 - Report of special committee on drawing Boston l870,pp,1-9
4 - Legislative Documents of the Senate, Act of i860
3 - Henry T. Bailey, op. cit., p.lO
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free public instruction for workmen in drawing,
"A special committee was appointed December 1869,^
to make inquiries and to investigate the subject thoroughly.
The report of this committee states:
"Your committee was more than ever impressed with
the importance of urging upon the people of the Commonwealth
the introduction of freehand drawing into all our public
schools
.
"It cannot be denied that the almost total neglect
of this branch of instruction in past times has been a great
defect in our system of education,
"That we are far behind many other nations
Our native artisans and mechanics feel this sad defect. For-
eign workmen occupy the best and most responsible places in
our factories. Our promising students are compelled to
seek other countries Our state and country need the
influence of refined art culture.
" Schools should be established agents could
be employed to go throughout the commonv;ealth evening
3
classes ."
This report was presented to the State Board of Edu-
cation, March, 187 O, After due deliberation the Board made
the following recommendations to the Legislature:
1 - Royal B. Farnum, op.cit,, p.l 6
2 - Legislatuve Documents of the Senate, No. 190
,
p.l
3 - Legislative Documents of the Senate, No. 19 O, p,2
- 10 -
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"An Act Relating to the Free Instruction in Drawing. Be it
enacted, etc., as follows:
"Section 1 . The first section of chapter thirty-
eight of the General Statutes is hereby amended so as to in-
clude among the branches of learning which are by said sec-
tion required to be taught in the public schools.
"Section 2. Any city or town may, and every city
or town having more than ten-thousand inhabitants shall, an-
nually make provision for giving free instruction in indus-
trial or mechanical drawing to persons over fifteen years
of age, either in day or evening schools.
"Section 3. The act shall take effect upon its
passage (Approved May l 6
,
1870)."”*
Thus Massachusetts, always a leader in education,
took steps as a State to promote drawing as a school study.
Effected by the example of Massachusetts, both Maine and Hew
York soon passed acts reauiring instruction in drawing in
2the elementary schools.
IHFLUEHOE OF VARIOUS EXPOSITIONS
Since 187 O the development of art and industrial
education in the United States has been rapid and effective.
The work of the Massachusetts Normal Art School and the pub-
lic schools of Boston shown at the Centennial Exhibition
1 - Laws and Resolves of Massachusetts, V0 I. 28
, PP. 183-I 84
2 - James P. Haney, Art Education in the United States, p,41
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in Philadelphia in 1876 stimulated the remarkable develop-
ment throughout the United States of industrial art, drawing,
and manual training. In 1886 Isaac E. Clarke wrote, "This
addition of these two new studies to the regular course of
the public schools has been, perhaps, the most characteristic
educational feature of the past two decades.”^
Significant action followed the Centennial. Many
reports, from city and state superintendents favoring draw-
ing, offered arguments based on the showing made at Philadel-
phia. The National Association of School Superintendents,
meeting in Washington in l879f passed a resolution that in-
dustrial drawing should form one of the fundamental studies
pin all grades.^ This indicates that drawing was gaining a
more favorable place in the school curriculum.
The Centennial also fostered the organization of
many institutions to provide for teachers trained in the arts
of drawing and design. Statistics secured by the United
States Bureau of Education in 1881 show that there were
thirty-seven such schools, twelve of which were organized
after the Centennial.^
Industrial drawing was introduced in Massachusetts
1 - Isaac E. Clarke, Art & Industrial Education, Bureau of
Education Bulletin, No. 14, p.3
2 - James P. Haney, Development of Art Education, p.45
3 - James P. Haney, Development of Art Education, p.46
12 -
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purely for the industries with observation and technical ex-
cellence the aim,^ In the early eighties other valuable
aims v/ere introduced and it was apparent that the child ra-
ther than the industry was receiving the greatest attention.
The subject of child study was developing and fostered the
aid in art education.^
The new tendencies in art education had hardly had
an awakening v/hen the great World *s Fair in Chicago in l893
provided an exdellent opportunity for all to observe these
newer tendencies. The effect of the exhibition was far-
reaching. All the arts were stimulated and were reflected
in the public school work.'^ At the same time there w^as
great improvem.ent in materials, paints, pencils, crayons,
papers and other constructive materials. The introduction
of the new materials caused an interest in the development
of new methods and ways of handling materials.^ Two pro-
fessional magazines aided in the great movement. The first,
"The Manual Training Magazine", printed and edited by Charles
A. Bennett, and the second, "The Applied Art Book", now the
"The School Arts Book", edited by Frederick H. Daniels. These
magazines provided much excellent material for teachefs in
the smaller towns who had not the assistance of a supervisor
.
1 - Osgood, James & Co., Art Education in Massachusetts, p.1
2 - Royal B. Farnum, op. cit., p.23
3 - Ibid. P.24
4 - William G. Whitford, op. cit., p.11
3 - James P. Haney, op. cit., p .67
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Ten years later, in 1^04, at the St, Louis Exposi-
tion, the wonderful advance in the development of art educa-
tion was seen. "Every phase shown bore impress of the
philosophy underlying the growing freedom and the growing
beauty of school work. In the lower grades there appeared
much illustrative work related to the work in language and
frankly expressive of the little child's interests in the
activities around him
"In the higher grades appeared an effort to secure
objects interesting both in line and color, and there was an
evident effort to teach color by the use of it rather than
through the old rigid approach by way of the tints and shades
of a color chart."
^
The so-called "Arts and Crafts" movement made its
appearance at the St, Louis Exposition in 1^04. At the
Jamestown Exposition in 1^07 the coordination between art and
manual training was apparent and shows the art and manual
training teachers united to produce worthy industrial art
products. An ever closer relationship was shown at the San
Francisco and San Liego Expositions in 191 3. The work shown
demonstrated the practicality of a union of beauty and utility
2in objects commonly used by all people.
Art education had made rapid progress since the pass-
ing of the Act of 1870, in Massachusetts two distinct forces
1 - William G. Whitford, op, cit., p.12
2 - Ibid, p .54
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having a decided influence upon its growth. "On the one
hand there has been insistant economic pressure urging the
development of skill and technical knowledge useful in in-
dustry. On the other has been the desire for beauty and
the wish to teach a curriculum giving culture. The first of
these forces is a reflection of the industrial spirit of the
age; the second, an expression of that idealism unacknowled-
ged, even unsuspected by its possessors, but none the less an
inherent element of American character,
"Those who would understand the work in the arts
offered in the schools of the United States, must hear in
mind the presence of these two quite different influences;
the shop with the ideals of the artisan, preaching exactness;
the studio urging freedom and individuality. Beside these
stands the genetic-psychologist with reminders as to the ne-
cessity of adapting every educational process to the child’s
age, stage of development, interests and social environment."^
1 - James P. Haney, op.cit., p.77
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Rousseau
(1712-1778)
Rousseau would have his pupils culti-'
vate drawing not exactly for the art itself,
but for rendering the eye accurate and the handflexible; and that he acouire the per-
spicacity of sense, and the correct habit of
body, which are gained from that exercise "He
shall have no master but Nature
,
and no models
but objects I shall discourage him even from
tracing anything from memory in the absence of
objects, until, by frequent observations, their
exact figures are firmly impressed on his imagi-
nation, for fear that, substituting odd and fan-
tastic forms for the truth of things, he lose
the knowledge of proportions and the taste for
the beauties of Nature,"
16 -
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CHAPTER II
VALUE OF ART EDUCATION
Art is of singular significance in the lives of
all persons, in that it permeates life at every point. It
embraces the essential activities of human life, the build-
ing of the home, its furnishings and equipment, building of
cities, and many features of life upon which humanity de-
pends for its enjoyment and pleasure. Art possesses a vital
and enriching content that makes it a significant contribu-
tion to the school program. ' Art education should make life
richer through the refinement of emotions, and the engender-
ing of attitudes essentially aesthetic. Professor Walter
Sargent, discussing the value and place of art in the schools,
writes
;
"The tendency emphasized above all others is in
the direction of bringing art instruction into more direct and
intimate connection with school and home and community."^
A number of agencies have been instrumental in
bringing art to the people but the most effective has been the
public schools. At present the public school presents the
best means for conveying the beneficial influence of art to
the individual, the home, and the environment of the people.
One of art's strongest claims for a place in the public
1 - William G. Whitford, op. cit., p.3
2 - Walter Sargent, Instruction in Art in the United States.
Bulletin No. 4, I9l8, p .4
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schools is in its social significance. Worthy hoi^e member-
ship, civic consciousness, enrichment in the use of leisure
time, culture and refined taste are some of the values noted,
The major contribution of art instruction is to
give people an understanding of the elements that constitute
beauty in the objects of their environment and in their own
modes of expression. Everyone, as part of his general edu-
cation, should have a practical knowledge of what is in good
taste, refined, and in accord with recognized standards of
art, so that he may decide questions involving principles of
art related to the home, business, or industrial life,
ART IN THE HOME
The primary value of art education in the schools
is its contribution toward developing the sense of beauty and
the powder of appreciation of beauty, and to discern it in our
environment; to enjoy it, to gain satisfaction from it in the
attainment of those higher ideals and emotions. Worthy home
membership may be secured by beauty in the home and its sur-
roundings, conducive to the spiritual and cultural develop-
ment of family life,
"The largest mission of art education for the mass
of children in the public schools of the country is to incul-
cate better standards leading to a better selection of things
with which people surround themselves in their environment
all the way from better pictures through better household
1 - William G, Whitford, op, cit.
,
p.3-3
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furnishings to more artistic dress."
The contentment and happiness of living a rich
and cultural existence in the home, in business, and in lei-
sure time; the sense of uride and satisfaction in meeting
high social standards; the confidence and prestige resulting
from a distinctive home, and a good appearance, are the re-
sults of art education. All these add to the social effec-
tiveness and general attainment of the individual and his
family.
It is true that there is hardly an article or ob-
ject that we buy and use which is not a work of design. The
design may be good or bad, but all objects have been conceiv-
ed and planned before they are made. Houses, clothes, fur-
niture, furnishings, books and all printed matter, tools, in-
struments, pictures, and tableware are alike works of design
in form and color, and all, in some degree, are valued accor-
ding to their excellence in design.
All people find it necessary to decide questions of
shape, arrangement and color. Everyone needs as a part of
his general education a practical .knowledge of vtfhat is good
taste, refined and according to recognized standards of art
so that one may make intelligent decisions involving princi-
ples of art relating to the home. A type of art knowledge
which assists in the problems of dress, the home and the com-
munity has a double reaction for good. By creating more
1 - C. A. Prosser, The Mission of Art Education in the Pub-
lic School, School and Society
,
Sept . 1 7
,
1921 ,Vol. XIV- Ho. 331 , P.170
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skillful producers of beauty in assembling and arranging
furnishings and objects for the home, it develops better
consumers of art and therefore creates a demand for better
and more artistic products. The manufacturers are stimula-
ted in turn to meet this demand and produce goods of higher
artistic quality.
One person owning several genuine Chippendale
chairs finds continual and ever increasing pleasure in their
possession. Another person would not own them, buying inex-
pensive chairs that may be thrown away without loss as soon as
she tires of them. Lack of appreciation and a real founda-
tion for choice has lead to a certain restlessness of spirit
and resulting in economic waste.
Art serves the greatest number of people as they use
it in combining and arranging materials already made. The
housewife who chooses the color of her walls, or selects her
furniture is exercising her artistic ability. The man who
arranges the books in his library so that they will be in per-
fect as well as alphabetical order is expressing his aesthetic
instinct, for harmony and order are tv/o attributes of artistic
perfection.
"To those who grow sensitive to these finer quali-
ties art brings one more pleasure in use or contemplation, one
more experience of the better sort, one more contact with the
better efforts of mankind. Here, then, is our one continual
and intimate relation with the element of art, often uncon-
scious but inevitable and none the less real in its effect on
character,"
1
1 - Albert W, Barker, The Place of Art in the Life of the
Adult, School and Society,Vol,21 ,No
.
347 ,
June 20, 1925, P.727
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Art is after all an expression of individuality in the form
of heauty of line, color or sound.
ART IN THii; CQMMTOITY
Even fitness for citizenship, includes some abi-
lity to distinguish beauty from ugliness, and some capacity
for spontaneous ^oy in beautiful things,^
Every person who erects a building of any kind,
plants a garden, or puts up a billboard or advertising sign,
is taking an active part in an art problem, and is either
increasing or diminishing the beauty of the community.
All normal individuals possess in some degree a
capacity for appreciating beauty which can be developed. For
example, even the pupil with no special executive skill in
art may gain by associating in the art room with those who
are producing good work. By such contact, something of the
interest which makes understanding and appreciation is rea-
dily communicated. Such an individual may in later life
attain a position of influence in industry, in educational
affairs, or in public life, and if he lacks training in ap-
preciation, may prove a drawback to the aesthetic develop-
ment of the community. If his position happens to be that
of a public official, his indifference to artistic values
may prove costly. "Indifference to natural and architec-
1 - Editorial, Place of Art in Education, Ind
.
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tural beauty has been the means of permanently disfi^ring •
much of the countryside and many a city."** He may achieve
a position of influence in the educational field and become
the means of depriving others of the opportunities of artis-
tic development ajid appreciation.
There is apparent today an awakened respect for
the needs and values of art in the life of the community.
The layout of streets, the zoning system, the purchasing of
art works, and other civic enterprises require some back-
ground of art training in order to maintain or improve the
beauty of the community,
"Civic pride, civic duty and interest, civic in-
telligence, and the ability to participate effectively in
the city’s growth are factors in the development of the good
citizen. Art plays an important part in this respect.
Beauty in city planning, public buildings and sculpture,
parks, boulevards, bridges, and special beauty spots may be
included in the contribution of art to the civic needs.
ART IN INDUSTRY
During the discussion of Art in the Community, it
was pointed out what may happen when a person lacking in a
good working knowledge of art holds public office or a posi-
tion of influence in the educational field. Such an indivi-
dual may also establish a business or hold a position in in-
dustry which places him between the designer or craftsman
and the public, and while he himself possesses no art train-
ing or appreciation, he is invariably quite confident that
1 - Peyton Boswell, Art and V/ealth, The Art Digest Editorial,
Vol . 1
,
Feb . 1 927 , P.4
2 - William G. Whitford, op. cit., p .31
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he loiows exactly what the public wants. Very often this
has been the reason for the difficulty in raising the stan-
dard of design in industry.
^ The late Dr. Henry Turner Bailey, during an address
on ‘Art and the Business Man, ' spoke about such an individual
in the following words:
"He forgets the scope of art. He does not under-
stand what the word means. He forgets that his title to the
land on which his business block stands is secured by a deed
based on a survey which has been drawn and that that drawing
is fundamental to the holding of that property. He forgets
that this block he owns and is so proud of, was built by a
cortractor from specifications and blue prints based on a
plan that somebody drew. He forgets that the American-made
rhg beneath his feet was woven by a machine controlled by
cards with holes punched in them, the holes having been made
to correspond with a squared-up drawing that somebody made
from a design.
"He forgets that his glass ink stand on his desk
was blown into a mold and that that mold was made around a
model that somebody constructed from a drawing. He forgets
that the printing on his note paper goes back to the type
which in turn was cast in a matrix, which in turn was made
from a punch cut by hand -— from somebody's drawing. He
forgets that behind every single thing that we see that is
constructed by hand of man, there is a drawing of some kind."'
In 1927 Thomas Alvah Edison, interviewed while
abroad, spoke of Leonardo de Vinci as one of the greatest in-
ventors of all time, but made no mention of his great art
gifts to the world. Henry Ford asked to comment on this
omission said that he "would not give five cents for all the
art the world had produced." An interested reader stated
that it needed but one glance at the Model T Ford car to be-
1 - Henry Turner Bailey,Art and the Business Man.An Address
before the Eastern Arts Association
Convention, Hartford, Conn.
,
1928 ,p.2
2 - Earnest Elmo Calkins, Beauty, The New Business Tool, The
Atlantic Monthly ,August 1927, p. 145
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lieve it. This frenk blunt statement of Henry Ford is
cited merely as an illustration of the opinion held by many
manufacturers at the beginning of the era of mass produc-
tion and industrial efficiency. Art was something for mu-
seums.
It has been shov^n in the first chapter how early
New England industries realized the importance of obtaining
designers, artificers, and artisans who could produce sala-
ble products. Knowledge and understanding of art qualities
exhibited in the products of the craftsman and worker in our
factories, are essential for the development of a discrimina-
ting taste. Beauty in the industrial arts, as well as in
the fine arts, ministers to the spirit, and greatly aids in
producing happiness and contentment in surroundings, in se-
lection and use of materials.^ Our homes, manufacturing
establishments , our manufactured articles, automobiles, maga-
zines, advertising, building and civic projects have all
been enriched and a^dvanced to higher levels of design and.
aesthetic quality.
Recently we have seen a surprisingly rapid improve
ment in design, color and art quality in numerous phases of
our social and industrial life. Organizations of all kinds
including stores, have made efforts to educate the buying
1 - Colin A. Scott, The Philosophy of Elementary Art Educa-
tion, American Art Manual, 1^08, P.99
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public into simple, standards of taste.
^
Art education must, then, supply the fundamental
training necessary in industry. "Designers and super-desig-
ners must be discovered and trained to maintain and expand
our markets."^
Charles A. Prosser, in his article, ’The Mission of
Art Education in the Public School', wrote of the importance
of art in industry as follows:
"General education in appreciation of art for all,
to the end that the American people may become more intelli-
gent consumers and concrete education in design for the ta-
lented, to the end that they may become more skillful pro-
ducers of designs, guiding the output of great industries so
that these industries may keep pace v/ith the rising stan-
dards of taste thiS;,is the function of public school art
education in industry."*^
LEISURE TIME
"Leisure time is the most precious gift we have
and the most dangerous." For living consists as much in em-
ploying our leisure properly as in acquiring leisure to em-
ploy.^ Benjamin Franklin stated, "leisure is a time for
doing something useful, and this leisure the diligent man
will obtain, but the lazy man never, for a life of leisure
and a life of laziness are two things." Modern civilization
1 - Charles A. Prosser, The Mission of Art Education in The
Public Schools, School and Society, Sept.
17, 1921 ,Vol.XIV,No.3^1 ,P.170
2 - Otto F. Ege, The Future of Art Education, Education Maga-
zine, V0I. 132
,
March 1932, p .383
3 - Charles A. Prosser, op. cit., p.173
4 - Belle Boas, Art in the School, p.1
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has created much leisure, the working day has been greatly
shortened and it is believed that this tendency will continue.
In addition, unemployment has revealed that a large majority
of people are utterly at a loss to know what to do with them-
selves when leisure is forced upon them through the closing
down of their jobs. Many of these people "merely stagnate
as human beings, their minds unequipped with any Interests
and their bodies untrained to any skill which would enable
them to make a worthwhile use of the work-free time they now
1
have to dispose of,"
The reason that so many people do not know how to
use their leisure time, and spend it in all kinds of frivo-
lous doings, is that their creative instinct has never been
awakened and developed,
A letter received from one of the unemployed, an
educated man, is quoted by Dr. L. P, Jacks in his article
'The Coming Leisure,' "My education prepared me, though
not too well, for my job. But now that my job has ceased I
am become like an empty barrel. Would to G-od I had some-
thing creative to do I But they taught us nothing of that
either at school or at college,"^
"Something creative to do I" The creative element
1 - L. P. Jacks, Education for Leisure, National Education
Association Proceedings, Vol. 70 , 1932
2 - L. P. Jacks, The Coming Leisure, The New Era, December
1932, P. 332
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is the most important in the use of leisure time. To the '
average person nothing gives more pride of possession and
accomplishment than a well constructed object made through
their own efforts. Much can he done through art education
to provide an outlet for this creative instinct. Art edu-
cation offers an unlimited field for creative effort, for
hours of untold pleasure and possible profit. Creative
drawing and painting, print making, needlework, fine wood-
work, color cement, clay modelling, block printing, photo-
graphy, and model making appeal to the adult as well as to
the adolescent.^
Perhaps no form of recreation involves more crea-
tive art than the drama when lighting effects, settings, and
costumes are considered. The making of masks and the fasci-
nating and romantic puppets involve both the appreciative and
creative elements.^
These arts and crafts provide many of the most en-
joyable kinds of recreation. Such creative activities lead
to a fuller appreciation of painting, architecture, sculp-
ture, music, drama and other arts. Many hours of leisure
1 - A list of art interests for leisure time is included in
the appendix, p. 10^
2 - The puppets have a long list of literary friends. The
greatest of these is Shapespeare, who not only enjoyed
puppets but wrote plays foe them. Midsummer Nights
Dream and Julius Caesar were written for puppet plays.
Other friends who wrote for them were Ben Johnson, Cer-
vantes, Voltaire, Moliere, Michael Angelo and G-oethe.
H* Mills and L* M* Dunn, Marionettes, Masks, and
Shadows, p.31
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time may be spent in more intelligent and pleasurable visits
to museums and art galleries; in specialized study of beauty
in nature; in collecting art objects, and in many other ways.
The foundation for these leisure time hobbies can be formed
in no better way than through intelligent art education. And
yet is it not true "that precisely these school interests, or
most of them, have been in the past, and are still by some
people regarded as nothing but frills and folderolst In-
creasingly, on the other hand, at least among the thoughtful,
they are in view of the needs of our period accepted
1
as downright necessities."
"It would be utterly, futile to give any person in-
structions as to how he should spend the particular portion
of leisure he happens to have. It would cease to be leisure
if he had to use it according to rule. All you can do by
way of educating him for leisure is to make him familiar with
the field where the finer opportunities exist the field
of skill in games, and still more in art and craft -— and
then train him as an all-around man a good judge of values,
capable of making his own choice and developing his own tech-
nic."^
Walter Pater, ih his book, ’The Renaissance’, says:
"We have an interval, and then our place knov/s us no more
Our one chance lies in expanding that interval, in getting as
many pulsations as possible into the given time," He urges
an activity which "does yield you this fruit of a quickened,
multiplied consciousness," and be puts foremost among the
1 - Eugene T. Lies, Education for Leisure, The Journal of Na-
tional Education Association,November , 1 952
P.2^4
2 - L. P. Jacks, Education for Leisure, National Education
Association Proceedings
,
V0I.7O, 1952, p. 973
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means availa'ble toward that end the cultivation of "beauty
and art .
^
1 - Otto H. Kahn, The "Value of Art to the People, The Amer-
ican Magazine of Art, Vol. X"V, July 1924,
No. 7, P.533
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Horace Mann
(1796-1859)
"Drawing, of itself, is an expression
and beantiful lan^age. A few strokes of the
pen or pencil will often represent to the eye
what no amomit of words, however well chosen,
can communicate Teaching a child to draw,
then, is the development in him of a new talent
the conferring upon him, as it were, of a
new sense by means of which he is not only
better enabled to attend to the common duties
of life, and be more serviceable to his fellow-
men, but he is more likely to appreciate the
beauties and magnificance of Nature which
everywhere reflect the glories of the Creator
into his soul."
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CHAPTER III
PRESENT TREND OF ART EDUCATION.
THE UNITED STATES.
Since the opening of the present century art edu-
cation has changed and grown most remarkably. The reorga-
nization of secondary education stimulated its development
and transformed art from an isolated subject into an essen-
tial part of the school curriculum. The following points
of comparison between the past and present in Education
shows the present trend in general art education.
Past ' Present
Memorizing assigned mat-
erials or learning techniques
and skills remotely related
to daily life activities.
Emphasis upon learning
to do by doing the things
that make up the desirable
activities of live.
Selection of problems
and values relating to possi-
ble needs in later life.
Selection of activities
and problems relating to im-
mediate and desirable a-
chievements by the pupil.
Imposed activities whol-
ly selected by others.
Participation of pupils
in selecting their own pur-
poses and activities.
No encouragement of ini-
tiative
,
originality end in-
ventiveness.
Stimulation of encour-
agement of initiative , inven-
tiveness and originality.
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Ignored personal and Use of current perso-
community activities and con- nal and community interests
tacts and problems.
Fixed and limited course Use of flexible , compre-
of study. hens ive, and adaptive curri-
cula.
Suppression of indivi- Development of powers
dual thinking by memorizing, of creative thinking and
imitation, dictation, and copy- selective Judgment
.
(appre-
ing. ciation)
Assumption that art edu- Recognition of individ-
cation is for the talented ual differences in capacity,
few. needs and interests.
Forcing pupils to apply Stimulation and guid-
their minds to distasteful ance of normally interesting
tasks
.
activities.
Measurement of educa- Measurement of educa-
tional values in terras of tional values in terms of
more knowledge of fact and immediate contributions to
processes
.
grov/th and enrichment of
life.
A summary of the general objectives of art educa-
tion in the United States garnered from the writings of
foremost educators and courses of study is as follows:
1 . To arouse and develop in all pupils an appre-
ciation of all beauty.
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2. To develop taste and selective Jndgment.
3. To develop imagination s.nd creative impulse.
4. To discover, and give special training oppor-
tunities to, students of unusual ability.
3 . To give background of facts concerning the
contributions of Art of all times in all fields.
6. To lead tov/ard a wise use of leisure and the
building of an ethical character.
7. To function as a field of exploration for edu-
cational and vocational information.
Art education fills a definite place in the curri-
culum by a sympathetic regard of the requirements of all, a.nd
in establishing aims and objectives relating to life needs.
All of these aims have for a background
,
the Seven Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education. In teaching art, life
situations are often utilized to give point and purpose to
the simple creative urges of the pupil. For example, an
interest in art has oftentimes been utilized to help a pupil
overcome a dislike for chemistry, an incomprehension of ar-
ithmetic, a distaste for geography, or to stimulate a love
of poetry, history, or literature. The readiness with
which art lends itself to correlation makes it a valuable
part of the junior high school curriculum. Briefly the aim
of modern art education is to develop a sound feeling for
art that will be of service in whatever situation the pupil
may find himself in life.
The foregoing applies to general art education in
- 33—
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the United States. Whether the trend is far reaching or
not may he discovered by noting the work being done in Scot-
land, England, Germany and France, confining the information
as nearly as possible to onr junior high school level.
SCOTLAND
Secondary Education in Scotland and in the United
1
States is much alike. The great difference is that Scot-
land has a strong national system of education controlled by
the Scottish Educational Department. This systeip gives due
recognition to the importance of art as a factor in educa-
tion.
Some form of artistic training appears in the cur-
riculum at every stage of school life. Its chief aims are
to develop creative power, to inculcate a love of beauty, and
to encourage pupils to adapt aesthetic ideals into practical
application in their choice of dress, personal ornament ,home
furnishings, and in the changes of their environment. Art
education also aims to develop in the pupil a consciousness
of beauty, the habit of acquiring and expressing knowledge in
form and color, the exercise of judgment in aesthetic pro-
ducts; to stimulate the creative impulse in art, and improve
construction by inculcating the idea that beauty and fitness
for purpose are inseparable.
The aims of art education are attained by the cor-
relation of art and other school studies. The worthwhile
i - J. B, Davis, Lecture. Comparative Education
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influence of art in life, its contacts with commerce, drama,
music, literature and other subjects are emphasized through
the cooperation of the teachers and the art teacher. Thus,
for example, certain developments in History and related
movements in Art and Literature receive extended treatment
under Art Appreciation,^
Handwork for boys is being steadily established in
the cijrriculum of many schools. Mechanical drawing, con-
struction v^fork, modelling, stencil cutting, and basketry are
the usual forms taken, Ho arrangement is made by which
2
girls participate in Craftwork, A recent innovation, how-
ever, is the provision made at Tynecastle school for the in-
struction in Woodwork of forty-four girls
,
snd in Leather-
work of one hundred and twenty-three girls.
^
An outline planned for pupils between the ages of
twelve and fifteen is practically the same as representative
courses in the junior high schools in the United States.
This outline of study varies with the individual schools.
The ability and inclination of the teacher to teach art and
the industries of the district in which the school is situa-
ted influence the work. The work is planned for four
1 - Curriculum for £*upils of Twelve to Fifteen Years. Publi-
cation of Scottish Council for Research in Education,
pp. 183 - 19 ^
2 - Provision is made in the United States for girls to par-
ticipate in arts and crafts
3 - Annual Report on Work of Lay Schools for 1^27-1 928 Edu-
cation Authority for Edinburgh, p.17
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periods each week throughout the three years of the Advanced
Division.
^
In Scotland pupils are required to take examina-
tions in all subjects before they can advance from a lower to
a higher division in the school system. Candidates may be
presented for examination in Art if they have received in-
struction under suitable condition, in accordance with an
approved curriculum. The drawing, design, craftwork, note
books and sketch books of the pupils must be presented for
2inspection by the examiners. The standard of attainment,
for either the Higher or Lower Grade Leaving Certificate, is
such as may be reasonable expected of candidates w^ho have
conscientiously made use of the time alloted to art educa-
tion.^
EHGLAHD
In England the period equivalent to our junior high
school years is the sixth, fifth and fourth forms. The time
alloted to art education during this period ranges from one-
and-a-half to three hmira a vjeek . Art clubs and outdoor
sketching lead to the direct study of real things and to ori-
ginal creative efforts in pictorial and decorative design.
The tendency is to place emphasis on art in industry and to
1 - Advanced Division includes grades similar to the 7"^^.
,
8th.
,
and ^'th.
,
grades of the junior high school.
2 - These examinations are under government or departmental
control
.
^
- Education Reports (Scotland), Issued 1928-29
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stimulate pupils to create designs or patterns for the deco-
ration of various objects to be made for a definite purpose,
1
Pupils then work out their designs in the actual material.
Thus drawing and design applies to craft work for boys, and
needlework and homecraft for girls.
The general course is designed to give practice in
drawing, with all the usual mediums, a variety of indoor and
outdoor subjects from observation and from memory. The sub-
jects are selected both for their inherent interest and att-
ractiveness and for the purpose of giving a good knowledge of
color, form and structure; the ultimate intention being that
the pupil’s minds may be stored with material not only for
the illustration of other subjects of instruction but also
for the production of pictorial compositions in which imagi-
nation and originality of conception may come into play. Spe-
cial attention is given to the study of color and decorative
design, and this part of the course has a special bearing on
the craft work,*^
GERMANY
Before the World War art occupied a subsidiary place
in the German schools, and its value in the curriculum was not
generally recognized. The school reforms which took place
1 - Stephen Cabot, Secondary Education in Germany, France,
England and Denmark. Harvard Bulletin in
Education, No, 13
, 193O, p.72
2 - Board of Education Pamphlets, No. 39 , 1928, P.19
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after the close of the war gave recognition to the value of
art in the daily life of the common man, and lead to the
adoption of some form of art training for every child. The
secondary schools and upper elementary classes provide for
this hy scheduling one to three hours weekly for art less-
ons.
^
Successive conferences on art set forth certain
suggestions for encouraging genuine creative work.
"Art education is not to he thought of as an ex-
ternal ornament for festive occasions hut as the development
of artistic tendencies effecting life The creative po-
wer of which we continually speak includes those aesthetic
forces which should give form to life and without whose de-
velopment and influence our language, decorations, tools,
furnishings and manner of living, our productivity and en-
joyment take inferior form, and our very existence remains
on the vegetable plane even in the midst of ma.terial abun-
dance.
An effort is made to make the art periods a time
for joyously releasing ideas that press for expression
through media that the pupil may choose and hy methods that
he devises. Experience is looked upon as the most effect-
ive means of teaching art. The special art teacher often
goes with groups on excursions through the tov/n or into the
country. Such experiences have so stimulated the impulse to
graphic expression that the notebooks of German school pupils
are often filled with sketches tha^t tell the story of the
journey or the whole school year. Many teachers go farther
1 - Alexander and Parker - The New Education in the German
Republic. p.l08
2 - Ibid, p.103
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from realism and approach impressionism in their efforts to
deepen and refine the esthetic powers of their pupils.^
Art is correlated with other subjects in the curri-
culum with the understanding that it should not he abandoned
to the needs of other subjects lest some of its essential
values be lost. The ideal of the German art teacher seems
to be that other subjects should enrich the pupils' back-
ground and stimulate him to spontaneous expression in art
forms that are fine in content and meaningful in their con-
nection with his life as a whole,
FRANCE
In France education is the concern of the French
national government. The time devoted to art education av-
erages about two hours a week and undertakes to train the
pupils to be intelligent consumers and appreciators of goods.
When special talent is discovered the pupils possessing it
are encouraged to go forward with the work strenuously. Sub-
sidized by the French government, they are sent to Paris and
other centers in France v/here their special talent is given
every opportunity to unfold.^
While the teachers of history and literature had
used works of art in connection with their subjects, a dis-
tinct place was not given to the study of art until the re-
1 - Alexander and Parker, Op. cit., p.107
2 - C. A. Prosser - The Mission of Art Education in the Pub-
lic School, p .171
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form of 1926, The aim Is to instill a real appreciation of
the beautiful; to give a knowledge of the masterpieces of
painting and sculpture. There is no attempt to teach the
history of art, except insofar as it is necessary to under-
stand certain fundamental conceptions in regard to the ori-
gin and development of art. The study of art thus becomes
a new discipline for developing appreciation and exercising
the intelligence. The teacher- uses the same method in ex-
amining a work of art with his pupils as he would use were
he studying a literary masterpiece. While it is a thing of
beauty and value in itself, it cannot be thoroughly appre-
ciated and understood without some knowledge of the forces
and influences which made its creation possible. As sug-
gested earlier, the art course is not directed toward train-
ing professional artists or critics. It is planned to give
standards of the best by going to the very fountainhead of
art itself, to the great masters, whose works can be studied
from the originals in art museums.^
Original ideas seldom develop in individual schools
because they wait for Paris to take the initiative. This
differs from the art education in the United States where
many cities and towns produce entirely different results al-
though the expressed aims are frequently identical.
1 - Stephen Cabot, Op.cit., p .48
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IJohn Rnskin
(I819-19OO)
John Riiskin cites these advantages
for learning to draw:
"They are four, namely
.( 1 ) the
power of appreciating fine pictures; ( 2 ) the
agreeable and interesting occupation of many
hours; (5) the habits of quick observation and
the exquisite perception of the beauties of
nature; and lastly, the power of amusing and
gratifying others."
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CHAPTER lY
THE DEVELOPMENT AHP FUNCTION OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.
THE PEYELQPMENT.
In order to fully understand the function of art
in the junior high school it is necessary to know the pur-
pose of such schools in our educational system. The junior
high school movement, or the extension of the secondary per-
iod from four to six years, is the fourth consecutive stage
of the evolution of secondary education in JLmerica, The
first stage was the Latin grammar school; the second, the
coeducational academy, the third the public high school; and
the fourth the junior-senior high school.
During the last decade of the nineteenth century
many thoughtful educators, among them the late President
Eliot of Harvard, very seriously questioned the 8-4 organi-
zation of our school system. This doubt resulted in a ser-
ious attack upon the system by the famous Committee of Ten
of the National Educational Association in 1892-93.”* From
this time on various committees were formed and recommenda-
tions made which resulted in a general reorganization of
secondary education.
In 1913 the Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary Education was appointed by the National Education
Association. This commission issued what is no doubt the
1 - Leonard V. Koos,- The American Secondary School. p.41
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most influential and "best known report of the last quarter
century in secondary education: The Cardinal Principles of
secondary Education. On page 18 of this Report is the fol-
lowing statement which has "been referred to as the Magna
Carta of the junior high school moyement:-
”We
,
therefore, recommend a reorganization of the
school system whereby the first six years shall he
devoted to elementary education designed to meet
the needs of pupils of approximately six to twelve
years of age. The six years to he devoted to se-
condary education may v/ell he divided into two pe-
riods which may he designated as the junior and
the senior periods. In the junior period empha-
sis should he placed on the attempt to help the
•Dupil explore his own aptitudes and to make at
least provisional choice of the kinds of work to
which he will devote himself. In the senior per-
iod emphasis should be given to training in the
fields thus chosen."'
This report gave stimulus to the junior high
school movement, hut general reorganization had begun before
its publication. The date which marks the first genuine
junior high school system has never been established to the
satisfaction of all concerned. This is largely due to the
fact that there was much misunderstanding in the early days
as to what constituted such a school. The year 1910^ is
generally accepted and the credit goes to the city of Ber-
keley, California, which in January of that year inaugura-
ted a system with an elementary unit embracing grades I to
VI^ an intermediate unit, or junior high school, covering
1 - Government Bulletin, No. 35, 1918, p.l8
2 - Frank F. Forest, Reorganization of the Public School
System. United States Bureau of Edu-
cation Bulletin, 1916, No. 8, Chap. IV
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grades VII to, IX, and a senior high school composed of the
remaining three grades. During this period, 1910-1912,
similar schools were established at Columbus, Ohio,, Los
Angeles, California, and Grand Rapids, Michigan.
In 1931 the junior high school entered upon its
majority and became a fullgrown member of our society of
educational institutions. Growing rapidly from the first
experimental regrouping of elementary and high school grades
this unit in 1928 enrolled forty-six and nine-tenths per
cent, of all the pupils in the public high schools of this
1
country. This system is found in eighty per cent, of the
p
school systems in cities of over 100,000 people, and is the
accepted system in thirty-five per cent, of schools in commu
3
nities of more than 2,300 population. In the majority of
communities this unit is composed of grades seven, eight,
and nine'^ and has had set up for it objectives to which, at
the present time, practically all junior high schools sub-
scribe .
A survey to discover the extent of the reorgani-
1 - Statistics of Public High Schools in l927-28"United
States Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1929,1:10.33, p.3
2 - James M. Glass - Present Status of Junior High Schools
in Cities of More than 100,000 Population
School Review, 32:398-602, October, 1924
3 - Carl Jesson - Secondary Education,United States Bureau
of Education Bulletin, 1 929 , Ho . 22 ,p .6
4 - Ibid, p.5
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zation of secondary schools was completed in June 1932. Some
of the findings are as follows:
"late gathered in 193.^ show that as compared with
conventionally organized high schools, most reor-
ganized high schools are relatively large schools.
With the exception of four-year junior high
schools, separate junior and senior high schools
tend in the main to he city schools. Junior-
senior high schools are foimd predominantly in
small communities and communities of moderate size.
Undivided six-year schools and four-year junior
high schools are typically rural and village
schools."
'
The latest survey indicates that the 6-3-3 Plan is
the more favored
,
and that separate junior and senior schools
are most numerous in Nev/ England and the Western States. Sta-
tistics of this survey were produced in the form of a chart
part of which is as follows:^
FIG. I
NUMBERS OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES IM FIVE
PRINCIPLE SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES IN IQ2Q-30
TYPES OF
SCHOOLS
UNITED
STATES
NEW
ENGLAND
MIDDLE
ATLANTIC
3TATES
SOUTHERN
STATES
MIDDLE
WESTERN
STATES
WESTERN
STATES
JUNIOR HISFI SCHOOLS 1,288 159 2 73 232 4 26 198
* GRADES 7-S a 04- 41 15 13 105 30
A GRADES 7-8 l©6 9 37 1 1 5 18 1 7
* GRADES 7-10 99 4 5 81 4 5
OTHER aruMIOR SCHOOLS
JUNIOR SENIOR AND
UNDIVIDED HIGH SCHOOLS :
* 3-S PLAN TUHIOR-SEHIOK 930 1 7 139 31 1 405 64
*a-4PLAH JUNIOR- senior <a37 4Z 6a 76 378 79
* UNDIVIDED feyr. SCHOOLS 1,4-4-6 76 1 6© 4-93 654 54
oTwer? eexiof?
AKO UNDlVIoeo SCHOOLS 1 VO <o 8 1 05 4-1 1 O
* SCHOOU5 IN TWELVE- G-RAOE SYSTEMS.
1 - Francis T. Spaulding - The Reorganized Secondary School,
A Summary of Certain Findings of the
National Survey of Secondary Educa-
tion. The Harvard Teachers Record,
Vol.2, No. 4, October 1932, p. 171
2 - F. T. Spaulding and I. 0. Frederick - The Junior High
School Movement in the Year 1930.
School Review January 1933* P.20.
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So widespread has the jimior high school movement
become that there are now over four thousand junior high
schools in the country with many more schools that have re-
organized curricula. During the recent years of national
prosperity magnificant new junior high schools were erected.
Millions of dollars have been spent in buildings equipped
with spacious assembly halls, fine gymnasiums, tiled swim-
ming pools, excellent libraries, well-equipped cooking and
sewing rooms, scientific laboratories, print, woodcraft and
metal shops, electrical and forge rooms, art rooms and hall-
ways beautifully decorated with statuary, pictures, and ta-
pestry.
THE FUNCTION
Ever since the junior high school was first put
into effect various claims have been made in its behalf. It
has been maintained that this type of school would make pro-
vision for better retention of pupils, for proper recogni-
tion of individual differences, for better scholarship - and
so on through a long list. The table on the following page
taken from Koos, The Junior High School, shows the result of
a canvas made to discover what different educators believed
to be its peculiar functions.
One of the most adequate and comprehensive state-
ments of the aims and functions of the junior high school is
that given by Thomas H. Bfiggs, in Volume ten of the Class-
room Teacher.
- 46 -

F-IG. 2
Frequency of Appearance of Peculiar Functions pro-
posed in Educational Literature for the Junior High School.^
Peculiar Functions
of the
Junior High School
In Statements
in School Docu-
ments
In Statements
by Educational
Leaders
NTimber Percent Humber Percent
1,. Realizing a democratic
school system through
A.Retention of pupils 22 73.3 18 90.0
B. Economy of time 19 17 85.0
C. Recognition of indivi-
dual differences l6 53.^ 19 93.0
L. Exploration & guidance 1? 40.0 13 73.0
E. Beginnings of Vocation-
al education 12 40.0 14 70.0
II .Recognizing the naturd of
the child at adolescence 11 56.7 1
1
53.0
III .Providing the conditions
for better teaching 14 46.7 17 83.0
IV. Securing better scholarship 6 o.oCM 7 53.0
V. Improving the disciplinary
situation & socializing
opportunities 14 46.7 14 70.0
VI. Effecting finanoial economy 6 O•oCM 2 10.0
VII .Relieving the building sit-
uation 6 20.0 1 3.0
1 - Take from Koos, L, V., The Junior High School. (Enlarged
edition)Boston; Ginn & Company, 1927. p.17. Judging by
frequency of mention, only the more important functions
listed by Koos are reproduced.
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The first function of the junior high school is
"to continue
,
insofar as it may seem wise and possible, and
in a gradually lessening degree, common integrating educa-
tion."^
The second function lays upon the junior high
school the responsibility "to ascertain and reasonably to
satisfy pupils' important immediate and assured future
2
needs •
"
The third function proposes that the junior high
school "explore by means of materials in themselves worth-
while the interests, aptitudes, and capacities of pupils,"^
The fourth function would have the junior high
school "seek to reveal to pupils, by materials otherwise
justifiable, the possibilities in the major fields of learn-
ing."^
The fifth function asserts that the jiinior high
school must assume responsibility "to start each pupil on
the career which, as a result of the exploratory courses, he,
the school, and his parents are convinced is most likely to
be of profit to him and to the investing state. "3
1 - Briggs, Thomas H.
,
The Classroom Teacher,Volume 10, p.28
2 - Ibid, p.31
3 - Ibid, p.38
4 - Ibid, p.41
3 - Ibid, P.43
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EXPLORATION MD GUIPAUCE
An examination of the principle functions of the
junior high school and a survey of educational literature
reveals the importance of exploration and guidance during
this period of secondary education. Every subject in the
curriculum, and every other activity in the junior high school
has exploratory value. The pre-eminent exploratory period is
the seventh and eighth grade when an effort is made, through
a wide range of activities, to discover what the individual
pupil can do, his interests, aptitudes and abilities.
Every junior high school should have a complete pro,
—
gram of guidance v;hich pervades each activity of the pupils*
life in the school. Some of the actual accomplishments
claimed for a carefully administrated program of guidance are
that it directs the pupils* physical efficiency; trains them
in regular habits of attendance and self-discipline; encour-
ages them to establish valuable social and civic standards;
equips them with good habits of manner, speech and conduct;
assists them to choose and prepare for a vocation; maps out
with them a plan for each successive step in their education;
makes provision for their later self-adjustment to a life in-
volving many hours of leisure; lends a listening ear and a
sympathetic heart to the solution of the more intimate, per-
sonal problems of their daily life.
The junior high school tries to care for the whole
individual. It has tried to arrange its curriculum for the
harmonious development of all the powers of each individual.
- 49 -

It has made it possible for boys and girls to learn under
the success stimulus, to feel the urge of a life-career mo-
tive, and to engage in cooperative effort, with others in the
performance of worth-while tasks. The junior high school
supplements the academic training by providing pupil parti-
cipation in clubs, assembly programs, homeroom activities,
school government, and even in the direction of the learning
in the regular classwork. Finally the junior high school
attempts to provide an environment of co-operative living
where each individual will have an opportunity for full de-
velopment, This briefly is the ideal toward v/hich the work
of the junior high school points.
- 30 -
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Francis W. Parker
(1857-1902)
"I have not the slightest doubt con-
cerning the direction of art in education: it is
to be made the strongest aid to attention; the
mightiest help to observation: the most powerful
stimulus to the imagination; it is to become an
indispensable auxiliary to all study,”
- 51 -
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CHAPTER V
THE FOTCTIQN OF ART EPUCATIOH IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
If the peculiar functions of the junior high
school are followed closely it becomes the duty of these
schools to require fundamental training in art for all pu-
pils on account of its aesthetic and social values. The
function of art education in the junior high school has for
its objective the following aims as stated by Leon L, Win-
slow:
"(1) the arousing and preserving of interest in art through
the cultivation of appreciation,
(2) the enlarging and enriching of aesthetic experience
through exercise of the imagination and of the creative
impulse in design,
(3) the furnishing of educational guidance and vocational
information, distinguishing between anoreciation which
applies to all pupils, and creation , which applies to
fev/ pupils,
(4) the discovery of talent in gifted pupils, and (3) the
f-jrnis^ing of vocational art training, for talenxed pu-
In carrying out these aims the junior high school
should, at first, continue the required art activities simi-
lar to those begun in the lower grades so that there will be
a steady growth and as “little break as possible between the
elementary school ahd the junior high school. Gradually
the school should spread before its pupils in the most at-
tractive way possible the wide offering in the field of art
so that responses v/ill be stimulated which will develop
later into genuine interests lasting throughout their lives.
1 - Leon L. Winslow - Introduction to Art Course of Study
for the Junior High School.
City of Baltimore 1928
- ^2 -

Through these interests"a new world will open itself to the
young susceptible mind, a world so often closed to the adult
man who has not been trained for the perception of the dif-
ference by early guidance and surroundings, and to whom ev-
ery picture thus remains merely a graphic description of
something which has happened in practical life or which ex-
ists somewhere in nature to him the. forests always remain
iTimber and Niagara useful water power,"'
CULTIVATION OF APPRECIATION
A survey of the courses of study obtained from va-
rious cities indicate that the cultivation of appreciation
is stressed as the chief objective of art in the junior high
school. Every individual is sensitive to beauty. This sen-
sitiveness should be cultivated so that appreciation for the
beauty in the realms of nature and the various fields of art
may be enjoyed to its fullest extent by every individual. True
appreciation v;ill come only through experiences,
"Appreciation of art is not the same as knowledge
of art. It is not something that can be absorbed from books,
or even from teachers; it is something that must be gained
through experience. It may, therefore, be said that there is
one fundamental factor in training for both appreciation and
production, and that is real experience, "2
For full appreciation the pupil must develop a general under-
standing obtained from actual contact with materials, and in
addition, he should be given the related information necessary
to make all the activities participated in, significant from
the intellectual side. Therefore, the course in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth years should be as comprehensive as time
1 - Hugo Munsterburg, The Principles of Art Education, p,3d
2 - Charles A. Bennett, Art Training for Life and for Indus-
try, p,lO
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allows, and so arranged as to give opportunity for each pu-
pil to express himself in every medium of artistic creation.
Appreciation and good taste, based upon a sound
loiowledge of art principles used in connection with everyday
life must be utilized by the intelligent consumer of art.
Selective judgment is necessary in the choice of design, co-
lor, and cxmstruction; in clothing, home furnishing and de-
corating; in matters pertaining to the individual, the home,
and the community. Since taste develops through the making
of choices with reference to some ideal and to some standard
of excellence, every possible opportunity should be given
for those conditions and activities through which taste may
mature.
STIMULATION OF CREATIVE IMPULSE
One of the most important purposes of education in
addition to the development of appreciation is stimulating
the mind to originate and create. One who cannot create
must follow more or less the leadership of others, and de-
pend upon them for the solution of many of the important
proDlems of life. The adolescent youth likes to create and
construct, and if this desire is wisely guided, it may be-
come the key to joy and wisdom and possibly self-realization.
"The creative spirit is another heart; it will keep us alive
if we give it a chance to beat for us; it may be stilled, but
1
there is then no more life." The cultivation of this crea-
tive spirit will give the pupil some of the same satisfaction
i - Hughes Mearns - Creative Power, p.331
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a great author, painter or sculptor get from their work,
"Creative activity is one of the experiences com-
mon to mankind. It is, of course, hy no means the only
one, but it is the only one that is easily shared by men of
very diverse race, partly because its products are external.
The emotional experience of the artist must always hold
something of the same elements - the quickening of the sen-
ses, the stirring of an unearthly awareness, the appease-
ment of completion."”*
The jonior high school environment should be rich
in suggestive material, and the activities and projects of
the art course should offer an unlimited field for creative
effort. Drawing, painting, design, modeling, and construc-
tion, all furnish different kinds of experiences calling for
creative imagination and original ideas in self-expression.
Thus opportunity is provided to discover latent interests,
capacities, and talents,
VOCATIONAL MD EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE
Although emphasis in art education is placed upon
developing appreciation and discriminating powers, the im-
portance of vocational and educational guidance should not
be neglected. Art must be studied not only as it relates
to painting and sculpture, but especially as it is made use
of in advertising, costume, jewelry, printing and publishing,
furniture, wall paper, textiles, architecture, and the deco-
ration of interiors, in order that the pupils may become ac-
quainted with the opportunities for profitable and pleasur-
able employment that are found in the various art industries.
The exploratory courses given in the eighth and ninth years
1 - Editorial. The New Era, Dec, 1932, P.331
- 33 -
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should serve as a general survey of the field of art which
will demonstrate to pupils of this age the possibilities in
vocations where art is a decided necessity, as in art pro-
fessions, and also in vocations and trades v/here art is an
asset, where discriminating judgment and good taste add to
other knowledges, abilities, and skills. Thus the junior
high school pupil will be better able to make a wise choice
of electives when the time arrives. Opport-'unities should
be offered to develop these individual interests and abili-
ties and the time to achieve the greater technical perfec-
tion which may lead eventually to a life career.
THE TALMTEl PUPIL
Thus far our discussion has been concerned with
the education for all and through these exploratory activi-
ties special talent may have been discovered. The remain-
ing function then, is that of the training of those who
have capacity in art production. This relatively small
group needs the same education in selective judgment and
appreciation as the others, and, in addition, training in
such various techniques as their abilities and inclinations
determine. Although development of vocational skills is
not the function of the junior high school it should offer
to all pupils an opportunity to begin training directed to-
ward the activities tentatively chosen as a career. The
discovery and development of one real artist in any school
system is worthy of the best cooperative effort of the
- 36 -
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CURRENT COURSES
A study of the aims as stated in current courses of
study should indicate the recognition accorded the function
of art education in the ^lunior high school. Does an examina-
tion of these aims show the recognition of the functions of
art as stated in the proceeding discussion? The 30 ? aims
given on pages 39 to 74 are quoted from 83 courses of study
from all sections of the United States.
The sources of information are shown in Figure 3.
On this map all the colors except green show the sources of
information; blue, statement of aims received; red, courses
received; brown, information from annual reports, etc.;green,
no reply or no available information.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES AS STATED IH CURRENT
COURSES OF STUDY
ALABAMA
State Course of Study
1 . To develop an appreciation of Leauty in the ob-
jects of every day life. In Nature, and in the
fine arts,
2. To develop discriminating taste in selecting ob-
jects used in commonplace experiences and in mak-
ing ones surroundings more beautiful,
3. To conserve and develop the childs creative im-
pulse for the expression of his feelings through
the use of art materials.
4. To develop ability to use line, design, and color
as a means of self-expression,
Birmingham
1 , the development of art appreciation and the abi-
lity to use intelligent discrimination in all mat-
ter involving the matter of taste,
2. A general understanding and appreciation of art
principles enlarging his capacity for enjoy-
ment and contributing to his sphere of usefullness.
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
that enrichment of life that comes from creative
work with many mediums.
Fresno
1 . To develop an appreciation for beauty in all its
forms in our future citizens,
2, To develop in pupils some skill in craft work.
Long Beach
1 . To develop appreciation for, and to enjoy beauty
wherever found,
2. To teach the application of art principles through
selection, arrangement, and production of objects
needed in everyday life,
3. To train ability to the maximum degree of expression.
- 59 -
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San Francisco
1
,
The aim is understanding and appreciation of the
beautiful rather than technical perfection.
Girls: Appreciation and good taste to be developed;
standards to be set up which will act as guides in
choices involving form, harmony of tone ana. color
in surroundings and in things for daily use.
Boys: Appreciation and good taste to be developed;
standards to be set ui? which will act as guides in
choices involving form. An understanding of draw-
ing as a means of expression.
San Diego
1 . To develop the power to appreciate all forms of art,
to the end that life may be richer and more enjoy-
able. To encourage an appreciation that will
stand for conservation of beauty aJid foster
the development of creative arts
2. To stimulate the imagination, and give an opportu-
nity for the expression- of creative ability. To
apply the knowledge of art structure to individual
problems, and to, community and civic problems.
3. To give special training to students of unusual ab-
ility.
COLORADO
State Course
1 . To encourage and develop appreciation of the beau-
tiful in all fields of art.
2. To encourage originality and invention.
3. To develop broad technical experience.
4. To lay good foundation for further specialization.
3. To acquire a knowledge of vocational opportunities
and rewards in art and related fields.
Colorado Springs
1 . To keep the creative spirit developing through crea-
tive art expression.
2. To develop the ability to enjoy and appreciate beau-
ty in the environment,
3. To prepare for the wise use of leisure time through
art mediums,
4. To increase the ability to interpret the art expres-
sions of others,
3 . To cultivate the ability to use and choose artisti-
cally ones material possessions.
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6, To give opportunity for practice in the natural
impulses for self expression.
Denver
1. To enable pupils to appreciate, enjoy and desire
beauty.
2 . To show the place of art as a fundamental factor
and unifying influence in the history of the races
3. To develop selective judgment,
4. To develop ability to express creative ideas.
3. To develop purl Is of unusual talent.
Pueblo
1 , To develop appreciation of all beauty
2, To encourage self-expression and original thinking
3 , To encourage relationship to community needs.
CONNECTICUT
Danbury
To develop appreciation of art.
New Britain
1 , To develop appreciation of artistic standards.
2, To develop artistic sense.
Stamford
1 . To develop appreciation of the good in art.
2. To encourage creative ability.
DELAWARE
State Course
1 , To enrich life and train for the worthy use of
leisure time,
a. Appreciation of beauty of nature,
b. Acquaintance with finest expressions of the
past,
c
.
.Appreciation of art in daily life.
2. To keep alive and to gratify the desire to create,
and thus by giving opportunity to exercise the im-
agination to keep alive individuality, personality
and that dynamic force which tends toward making
living a fine art.
- 61

Wilmington
1. To give art experiences.
2, To develop interests.
>. To discipline and refine faculties.
4. To increase precision of observation.
To increase appreciation of art expression.
6. To increase good judgment in art products.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
1 . The aim of art teaching is to so instill the pupil
with the basic principles of form, and color,
through training of the hand and eye, that he may
he able to judge for himself, to appreciate harmo-
nies of line, masses and color, and to develop abi-
lity to apply his art knowledge to his daily needs
in nis home and the community.
FLORIDA
Tallahassee
1 . To cultivate a love for the beautiful and to deve-
lop the creative ability tf each child.
GEORGIA
Columbus
1 . To develop appreciation,
2, To develop skill through experience in creative
work.
To develop knov^ledge of past achievements.
IDAHO
State Course
1. To lead the pupils to observe, to think, to study
for themselves,
2. To train the eye to see rorm, color and tone val-
ues correctly.
To develop the imagination and creative faculties,
4. To cultivate a taste for end appreciation of good
art
.
Boise
1 , Cultivation of a sense of beauty in form, shade and
color, with the practical application of these
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in all departments of life
2, Clearing and fixing of visual impressions through
drawing.
3. Individual acquisition of drawing as a means of in-
terpretation and expression.
Pocatello
1 , To develop in all pupils a sensitiveness to and ap-
preciation of the higher forms of art, in the com-
mon things of everyday environment;
2, The ability to discriminate between good and simple;
well balanced from the over-ornate or ugly in all
forms of realistic or decorative arts and crafts;
3, To discover and train creative genius in all pupils.
ILLINOIS
State Course
1 . The developing of appreciation of the beauties all
about us.
2, The ability to discriminate between the simple and
good, from the ornate and ugly.
Aurora
Appreciation of architecture, design and history of
art.
Ehst St. Louis
1 . To develop an appreciation of the fine arts so that
the lives of the pupils may be enriched by develop-
ing a love for the beautiful - a step toward worthy
use of leisure.
2. To acquire good taste and knowledge of harmonies in
line, form and color in order to develop intelligent
and confident consumers.
3. To realize significance of art in industry and to
gain a practical dexterity in handling simple pro-
cesses, common tools, and materials to meet the needs
of every day life.
4. To develop interests, habits, attitudes, skills,
ideals and appreciations which shall lead to increas-
ing higher levels of interest and worthy purposes.
3.
To enable one to employ the principles of art in all
life situations, to give one the opportunity for self
expression and be better equipped to improve environ-
ment.
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6. To show the place of art as a fundamental factor
in the history of the race, and as a unifying in-
fluence that brings into kinship all ages and all
kind
.
7. To make clear the meaning, to vitalize and inter-
pret through the manipulation of material, the
other subject matter of the curriculum.
8. To guide the talented few into particular fields
of arts and to encourage them to further effort.
INDIANA
State Course
1
,
Appreciation of beauty.
a. Nature
b. Human Nature
c. Art - civic and personal
2» Production of a refined citizenship.
3, Knowledge of the place which art holds in the his-
tory of the race,
4. Production of army of amateur artists necessary
for filling the demands in various activities.
3. Development of unusual talent,
6. Creative Development,
South Bend
1 . To stimulate and develop ability to appreciate and
enjoy beauty as found in nature, in the arts of
industry, and genius of all ages.
2. To develop skill in graphic and glyphic communica-
tion.
3. To give background of facts concerning the contri-
bution of Art of all times in all fields.
IOWA
Des Moines
1 . To develop an appreciation of art,
Sioux City
1 , To train the pupil to a consciousness of beauty
and help him to see its use and value in everyday
life,
2. To foster the appreciation and enjoyment of all art
activities which may enable one to make worthy and
happy use of leisure time,
3. To give familiarity with graphic language, inter-
pretation and expression,
4, To vitalize other subjects,
3. To discover outstanding artistic ability and to
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KENTUCKY
^uide in choice of vocation.
Lexington
1 . To develop appreciation.
2. To develop selective judgment.
3. TP encourage creative ability.
LOUIS lAlTA
New Orleans
1 . To encourage and develop a love for beauty in na-
ture and art
.
2, To develop powder of expression through the gra-
phic arts,
MAINE
State Course
1 , To develop appreciation of beauty in the things
about us,
2. To establish standards of good taste based on the
fundamental principles of art.
MARYLAND
Baltimore
1 . The arousing and preserving of interest in art
through the cultivation of appreciation,
2. The enlarging and enriching of aesthetic exper-
ience through exercise of the imagination.
3. The furnishing of educational guidance and voca-
tional guidance, distinguishing between apprecia-
tion which applies to all pupils, and creation
which applies to few pupils.
4. The discovery of talent in gifted pupils.
3.
The furnishing of vocational art training, for
talented pupils.
MJISSACHUSETTS
Boston
1 . To awaken understanding, knowledge and apprecia-
tion of art.
2, To cultivate taste.
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Framingham
1 . To develop creative expression.
2. To develop appreciation.
Medford
1. To , -understand f-undamental laws of art.
2. To understand history and development of art.
3. To laiow something of the lives of great artists.
4. To apT-^reciate the best in fine arts.
3.
To apply artistic concepts to ones ideas.
6. To express ones ideas in drawing.
7. To develop possible vocational or avocational in-
terests
.
Somerville
1 . To open for the pupils the vast treasure house of
art in which is stored the beauty of the ages.
MICHIGAN
Lansing
1 . Appreciation of the Beautiful.
2. Stimulation of Creative Power.
3. Development of Aesthetic Taste.
4. Development of Technical Skill.
Detroit
1 . Development of creative ability for all.
2. Training for life needs.
Flint
1 . The development of a practical understanding and
appreciation of the function of art to present
and deferred life interests.
2. Provide training in art principles, and opport-uni-
ties for the enjoyment of creative expression.
3 . Develop good judgment and keen discrimination, so
that wise choices may be made in the selection and
arrangement of objects for the home, community, and
individual use,
4. An appreciation of beauty in nature, and in recon-
structed nature - (parks, landscape gardens),
3
.
Discover talent - encourage it and conserve it -
so it will be of value to the individual, the
school, the community, and the nation.
- 66 -

6. An acquaintance with drav/ing, design, color, con-
struction, and the appreciation of the various
phases of art prohlems, as related to life's acti
vities
.
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
1 . To develop appreciation of art,
2. To develop taste and judgment,
3. To develop original thinking and skill.
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
1
,
To develop sense of appreciation.
MISSOURI
State Course
1 . To increase taste and Judgment.
2. To arouse desire for beauty,
3. To develop capacity to enjoy beauty,
4. To have experience in creative work.
3 . To see vocational possibilities of art,
6 . To develop acquaintance with art of other people
and other times*
7 , To discover and develop talented pupil.
MONTANA
Silver Bow
1 . The development of appreciation.
2. The' development of the ability to interpret
beauty,
3 . The development of skill in artistic expression.
4. The appreciation of fine and industrial arts.
NEBP.4SKA
Omaha
1. To develop taste.
2. To develop technical skill,
3 . To aid creative thinking.
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NEVADA
State Course
1 . To develop an appreciation of the "beautiful.
2. To develop habits, ideals, and attitudes for so-
cial efficiency.
3 . To acquaint pupils with the best works of art and
the great masters.
NEW JERSEY
Bayonne
1 . To cultivate a right attitude of mind towards art
by means of experience and information.
2. To provide a resource and interest and enjoyment
within the individual at all times.
3. To arouse desire for contacts with finest works of
mankind.
4. To raise standards of judgment to higher level.
Elizabeth
1
.
Knowledge of history of art,
2. IQiowledge of fundamental art principles.
3. Development of intelligent purchasers and consu-
mers .
4. Development of creative ability.
3 . Development of appreciation.
NEW MEXICO
State Course
1
. To develop a general appreciation of art through a
knowledge and understanding of princinles of design.
2. To develop creative ex-^resslon through the ability
to apply these •principles in the constructing of art
compositions closely related to life situations.
NEW YORK
Rochester
1
. To enrich the lives of the pupils through apprecia-
tion of beauty in all things.
2. To encourage and strengthen right standards of ar-
tistic judgment.
3 . To give training in basic principles of drawing.
4. To give training in technic of various medium's.
3
.
To create respect for handicraft.
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6. To arouse and encourage talented pupil,
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
1 , To work for the historical and cultural education
of the public, better citizenship, a richer broa-
der more educated life, and the influence for good
that will come from this.
2. To work for the industrial and purely practical
training for creative workers, to encourage fine
craftsmanship, habits of order, intelligent think-
ing that will increase capacity and personal crea-
tive powers.
TRaleigh
1. The development of appreciation of the beautiful.
2. The interpretation and expression of beauty.
3. The development of good taste and Judgm^ent.
4. The appreciation of fundamental principles of
design.
3.
The development ‘Of skill in expressing ideas and
recording facts*
NORTH DAKOTA
State Course
1 . Appreciation - development of good taste and selec-
tive ^udgm.ent.
2. Appreciation - development of manipulative skill,
3. Creative work - through application of basic art
T)rinciples
.
OHIO
Akron
1 . To develop good taste and discriminating judgment.
2. To stimulate appreciation of beauty in nature and
art
.
3 . To provide the child with another means of expres-
sion.
Cleveland
1
, To awaken and develop the creative power,
2. To develop technique of expression in plastic and
graphic form.
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Lakewood
1
.
To develop appreciation of iDeanty in nature end
art
,
2. To develop expression of creative and original
ideas
,
3 . To develop good judgment.
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
1.
To, develop appreciation, observations, judgments,
and knowledge of the beautiful in nature and art,
OREGON
State Course
1 . To develop in all pupils a sensitiveness to and
appreciation of the higher forms of art in the com-
mon things of the environment.
2. To discover, foster, and train creative genius in
those specially gifted.
3. To train pupils to create an environment in which
beauty will prevail and to use the fundamental prin-
ciples of art in everyday life.
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown.
1 . To develop an understanding of and appreciation of
beauty.
2. To develop the power to express beauty.
New Castle
1 . Interest in convening ideas in visual form.
2. To teach pupils to, express their ideas by using dif-
ferent mediums.
3. To develop in all pupils an appreciation of the
beautiful.
4. To develop some ability to express ideas ( accurate
and careful drawing).
3
.
To equip the individual with positive means for the
enjoyment of his leisure.
6. Create in home and civic problems.
7. To give an understanding of the laws and principles
of artistic expression.
8. To discover and encourage the puril of special abi-
lity.
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9. To provide a broad field of exploration in art
which shall offer a variety of experiences and he
of real educational value to the students who must
leave school at the end of the junior high school.
Philadelphia
1 . To develop an appreciation of beauty in nature and
the arts
.
2. To give a knowledge of the fundamental principles
as a basis for
3. Appreciation and aesthetic judgment.
4. To stimulate observation and the creative imagina-
tion.
Pittsburgh
1
.
Judgment in the selection and arrangement of ob-
jects and materials used in everyday life accord-
ing to the- principles of art.
2. Aesthetic appreciation or the response to the
beautiful in nature and the works of man,
3. Invention and skill in construction and decora-
tion according to the principles of art.
4. Self-expression through representation and illus-
tration.
3. Development of exceptional pupil.
York
1 . To foster good taste and judgment,
2. To develop power and expression.
3. To stimulate creative self-expression.
RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket
1 . Creative art expression.
Newport
1
. To develop native ability,
2. To develop technical skill,
SOUTH CAROLINA
Spartanburg
1 . To develop observation.
2, To develop discrimination and judgment.
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3. To develop originality,
4. To develop ability to follow directions.
SOUTH DAKOTA
State Course
1
.
Appreciation and understanding of Art and its rela
tion to life need.
Aberdeen
1
.
To help pupils recognize and choose the beautiful,
2. To give pupils a knowledge of the basic principles
of art
3. To develop taste and ;)udgment.
4. To release creative ability.
TEXAS
Dallas
1. To encourage originality, neatness, and accuracy
in workmanship,
2. To stimulate intelligent observation and increase
the desire for better results.
5. To further develop appreciation of proportion and
color.
4. To develop ability to en^oy and appreciate beau-
tiful arrangements of space, line and color in
nature and art,
3 . To develop creative skill.
Fort Worth
1 . To promote originality and creative self-express-
ion.
2. To develop habits and skills.
3 . To develop desire beautiful.
4. To develop standards of good taste,
Houston
1
. Appreciation
2. Development of creative ability.
3. Development of technique.
Wichita Falls
1. To create(plan and make ) beautiful things.
2. To develop appreciation of the beautiful where-
ver found in art and nature.
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UTAH
State Course
1. To develop aesthetic nature of pupil.
2, To acquire sense of appreci8,t ion of all that is
beautiful
.
3, To develop self-expression.
4. To cultivate creative thinking.
Salt Lake City
1 . To cultivate accurate observation of nature as a
basic for art appreciation and art expression.
2. To develop initiative and creative imagination in
illustration and design.
3. To increase appreciation for the beauties of nature
and masterpieces of art.
4. To discriminate between the beautiful and the com-
monplace in wearing apparel, furniture, and home
and community environment.
3. To develop a permanent interest in art and in all
phases of life.
VERMONT
State Course
1 . To develop appreciation, recognition, en;)oyment and
participation in -art wherever it may be found in all
human activities,
2. To develop skill in representation, illustration,
design and construction in three dimensions.
3. To acquire background and knowledge of the contri-
bution of the past.
VIRGINIA
Norfolk
1 . To awaken imagination,
2. To develop free expression.
3. to encourage delight in such expression.
Richmond
1 . To increase the childs appreciation of things that
are good in form and color.
2. To correlate the activities of the home and commu-
nity with the school problems which are of vital
interest to the child..
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To teach the pupils how to draw so that they 'cjan
express their ideas in graphic form.
WASHINGTON
State Course
1
.
To call attention to ’’exploratory function” of art.
2. To stimulate imagination and individual expression.
3 . To encourage the talented pupil.
4. To develop intelligent appreciation of art quali-
ties and values wherever found.
3 . To provide material for worthy use of leisure time.
Seattle
1 . The development of an interest in art wherever found,
2. Ability to make intelligent choices.
3 . Creative ability in expressing thoughts and feelings
of beauty.
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
1 . To arouse and preserve in all pupils an interest in
art
.
2. To furnish vocational and educational guidance in
art
5
.
To provide for talented pupils vocational education
in art.
WISCONSIN
Madison
1 . To develop artistic appreciationi
2. To develop creative ability.
3 . To develop technical skill.
Manitowoc
1 . To develop creative self-expression.
2. To develop skill.
Superior
1 . To develop appreciation.
2. To develop skills.
3 . To develop worthy habits, attitudes and ideals.
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The aims are stated in a great variety of ways
and an exact interpretation would have to be gained through
interviews and observation. Figure 4 presents the writers
interpretation of the 307 aims summarized in order to facil-
itate an analysis of their content.
An analysis of the summarized objectives show it
may be safe to assume that 132 aims (1 and 3) stated the
cultivation of appreciation; 65 were classed as exploratory
for purposes of educational and vocational guidance and to
discover talented pupils; 50 were creative in the sense that
they give the pupil a medium of self expression and are close-
ly allied to the aesthetic aims; 33 that may be classed as
civic education, ethical character, good citizenship and
worthy use of leisure; and, 23 were to acquaint the pupils
with their art heritage, a factor in the cultivation of appre-
ciation, selective judgment and special training.
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FIG. 4.
Summary of Aims and Objectives Listed in Art
Courses for Junior Hi,o:h Schools.
1 . To arouse and preserve in all pupils an in-
terest in art, as it appears in the world of
nature and art, through cultivation of appre-
ciation. 70
2. To function as a field of exploration for,
(1) discovering of talented pupils,
(2) educational and vocational gui-
dance
,
(3) special training. -63
3 . To. cultivate and develop selective judgment,
to be intelligent consumers, through knov/ledge
and use of art principles. 62
4. To enlarge and enrich aesthetic experiences
through exercise of the creative impulse and
imagination. 30
3 . To lead toward,
(1) a wise use of leisure,
(2) the building of an ethical character,
(5) development of good citizenship. 33
6. To acquaint pupils with their art heritage,
with the best of world art. 25
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This analysis then, v;ould indicate that the ^nnior
high school is endeavoring to achieve the fulfillment of the
particular functions of art education. It must be remem-
bered', however, that the stated aims merely indicate the re-
cognition of objectives and that they are no guarantee that
the courses are properly organized.
The writer examined the content of eighty-three
courses of study from all sections of the country in an ef-
fort to determine to what extent the courses were organized
around the stated aims. From these courses three were se-
lected to represent the work in the East, Middle West, and
Vifest, which are, in the opinion of the writer, courses wor-
thy of study. These courses have entirely different "cen-
ters of interest", different organization, yet have similar
aims,**
BALTIMORE JUITIOR HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE OF STUDY IN ART.^
A_t the present the junior high school of Baltimore
require art instruction of all pupils in all three years.
Art is a two period subject; the classes meet for two single
(45 minute) periods or for one double (90 minute) period a
week. Approximately half of the time is given to discus-
sion and half to drav/ing and design. The use of a standard
text book in art is required. The organization topics of
1 - See aims - Baltimore, p.65, Missouri, p. 67
,
Washington, p. 74
2 - Art Course of Study for the Junior High School, Department
of Education, Baltimore, Maryland, 192^^
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the course are:
Grade
Painting
Sculpture
Architecture
Industrial Art
Commercial Art
Organization of Sub-Topics
Term i Term 2
VII Purpose Forra( color ,arrange-
Form (Line) ment)
VIII Field Quality
Form (Structure) Masters
IX Field (America.) Expression
Form (Design) Evolution
The sub--topics are broken up as follows: form in-
cludes structure, arrangement, mediums, materials, and pro-
cesses; structure comprises line, mass, and color; and design
includes rhythm and balance. In applying any one of the sub
topics to each of the organization topics in turn the pupils
become acquainted v/ith art in its various aspects. Lessons
include the acquisition of art information which forms a. foun
dation for appreciation and later art work. There is a cor-
responding outlet in creative activity which provides exper-
ience with the creative and productive mediums of art. The
The information acquired is both liberal and tecnnical enough
to show vocational possibilities of art, yet not to the point
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to imply vocational emphasis. At times activity is direc-
ted toward the development of needed skills and finds an
outlet in creative effort.
Directed practice or drill in the basic principles
of design applied to a probleQi arising in daily life devel-
ops intelligent art consumers with selective judgment. The
talented pupil, whose training is limited during regular art
lessons, is fostered and developed by the organizing of
clubs and other extra-curricular activities which afford
means not only for aesthetic but also for technical appre-
ciation.
MISSOURI STATE COURSE OF STUDY
OF
ART 111 JURIOR MD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS.'*
Art education, as outlined in this syllabus, em-
braces the subject as a whole as it applies to the lives of
all the people. It is designed for state-wide use, and is,
in the opinion of the writer, flexible, dynamic, and rich in
suggestion. The findings of a comprehensive survey in Mis-
souri concerning the needs of youth, adults, home, community
and state were made the basis for the content of the course
p
of study.
^
The course is explicit in the statement of general
and specific objectives for the "consumer" and the "producer"
1 - Courses of Study in Junior High School, Art Syllabus,
Bulletin No. 3, Jefferson City, Missouri, 1^25
2 - Ibid, p. 26.
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of art. It contains lists of activities of interest to
boys and girls; of adult activities in which art is an asset;
of needs of Missouri not common to all, and of the raw pro-
ducts which have uses and potential uses in art; and of acti-
vities related to other school subjects.
The course is required in the first and second year;
ninety minutes a week in three thirty- minute periods or two
forty-five-minute periods. In the third year the work is
elective; five single periods a week for a year, double per-
iods for one term, or double periods on alternating days.
The centers about which the activities are grouped
are
;
First Year - Community, School and Home
Second Year- The State and Nation
Third Year - Structural and Decorative Art
The activities have "thought material" to be used
in carrying out the activities selected. Each type of
"thought material" is used in connection with each activity
and adapted to the grade. The main topics of the "thought
material" are:
Elements of Expression
Line
Dark and light
Color
Principles of Composition
Unity
Balance
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Contract and Variety-
Repetition
Suitability and Appropriatness
Forms of Expression
Construction
Decoration
Representation
Fine Examples
The sta.tement of aims^ in the Missouri State Art
Syllabus shows that the state recognizes that many children
do things at home, at school, and in leisure time that would
be more meaningful if art elements were stressed; that adults
have many uses for art; and that Missouri has many -undevelop-
ed possibilities for art vocations which would give rich eco-
nomic and ctiltural returns.
The topics of the "thought material" applied to the
expanded centers of activity develop a regard for the princi-
ples of art as applied to everyday problems. Standards of
judgment are heightened and the scope of the appreciation of
beauty in all its phases increased. The development of
skill and an outlet for creative expression is accomplished
through participation in group work and in individual prob-
lems. The "centers of activity" contribute to the objec-
tives of education-health, command of fundamental processes,
worthy home membership, vocational effectiveness, knowledge
1 - See p.67
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and sense of obligation regarding civic responsibilities,
wise use of leisure, and ethical character.
WASHINGTON STATE COURSE OF STUDY.''
ART IN THE JUItIQR HIGH SCHOOLS.
The Washington State course of study in art has been
planned with the recognition of the accepted aims of education
and "the realization that the average school is the small
school." The course is based upon a record of past achieve-
ment, present standards of attainment, and is intended to
p
serve as a guidepost.^
Art is required in grades seven and eight, the sub-
ject matter being organized on the basis of two periods of
each week throughout the year. The ninth grade course is
elective, and is planned for four sixty-minute periods each
week for one semester.
This course of study in art has been planned to meet
the needs that arise from activities in the home, the commu-
nity, and the school. These activities form the basis upon
which the subject matter has been selected, A certain degree
of unity is imparted to the work of each grade in the junior
high school by centering it about every-day interests.
1 - Art in the Junior High Schools, State Department of Educa-
tion, Olympia, Vi^ashington, 1^30
2 - See p.74
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Special Interest Topic
Grade VII The "Home.”
" VIII The "Comm-unity.
”
»» IX The "School."
Grade VII
First semester
Pe s ign
(portfolio)
Color
Representation
landscapes
still
nature fonns
Design and Construction
Christmas gifts
Illustration
correlation with
other subjects
Appreciation
Second semester
Design
(portfolio)
Representation
rectangular
Home Design
exteriors
Home Design
interiors
Letters and Design
Poster(home subjects)
Involves illustra-
tion,
composition, letter-
ing,
Illustration
Appreciation
Grade VIII
First semester Second semester
Design Representation
(portfolio)
map making
Color
sketches
hue, value, intensity
Lettering and Design
- 83 -
Know Your City

Minor Crafts review perspective
Christinas gifts
Representation
building
design and composi
tion
color
lettering
Appreciation Craft - optional
Christmas gifts
Appreciation is developed by studying the works of
artists as they apply and illustrate problems and when best
supplementing other subjects.
The writer believes that the projects listed in
grades seven and eight should promote knowledge of subject
matter and art information, the habit of observation, a degree
of skill in expressing ideas in drawing, and respect for the
application of art principles in everyday life. According to
statements in the introduction of the course of study direct
contributions to the objectives of education are; worthy use
of leisure through nature study and looking up interesting
features of the community; good citizenship through intelli-
gent appreciation of beauty in the home and community; con-
sciousness of improved standards; and worthy home membership
through gaining some knowledge of how to make the home beau-
tiful.
Freehand Drawing I
Representation
angular
Grade IX
Freehand Drawing II
Representation
human figure
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curri linear
Colors
spectrum
pigment
Working Drawings
Design
Lettering as Design
Crafts
Appreciation
pictures
landscape
objects
Design
posters
Color
harmonies
shapes
Illustration and Com-
position
costumes
Appreciation
nature
constructural objects
Design and Minor Crafts,
Cement Handicraft
Textile Fnrichment
The many and varied projects in the ninth grade
which are elective allow for exploration and development of a
certain degree of technical skill, In addition to the out-
comes previously stated, the following Unusual one is quoted:
"Worthy use of leisure stimulated through the cultivation of
interest in the significant aspects of the human body; a con-
structive instead of a destructive curiosity." No other
statement of this kind was found during the writer’s examina-
tion of courses of study.
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RESULTS OF SURVEY
In the examination of eighty-three courses of study
it was necessary to keep in mind that they were prepared by
different agencies, state courses by state supervisors or com-
mittees, heads of departments, supervisors or art teachers,
the courses may, then, reflect the educational ideas of the
instructor or school, 8,nd do not always show the conditions of
art education in the state in v/hich the school is located.
An evaluation of the content is difficult since in-
terpretation of terms differs greatly in various parts of the
country. As an example, design might mean abstract princi-
ples or it might include commercial design, decorative design
or applied design.
The preceeding courses selected for analysis were
prepared by committees. The method of organizing the work
aroujnd centers of interest is comm.on to each but the centers
of interest differ. The Washington State topics are; seventh
year, the home; eighth year, the community; ninth year, the
school. In the State of Missouri course these topics are all
included in the first year. The second year topics are, the
State and Ration; the third year, structural and decorative
art. The Baltimore course of art centers the work of the
three years, around painting, sculpture, architecture, indus-
trial art and commercial art. The content and methods vary
as greatly as the topics yet each fulfill their aims and sa-
tisfy their particular art needs.
The method of organizing the subject matter around
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the home, community, art in dress etc., gives evidence of
the comprehension of the social content of the arts. This
approach to the arts seeks to make all the drawing, con-
struction, and design, reflect the social interests of the
pupils.
The content of a majority of the courses reveals
that a definite attempt is being made to emphasis apprecia-
tion rather than production. In spite of this there are
many courses that are theoretical, and abstract principles
are being taught by obsolete methods. The writer found by
observation that there are still teachers who place undue
emphasis upon technic, and drawing, instead of being a
means to an end, becomes an end.
Generally, courses allow for correlation and con-
siderable space is being given in the outlines to the par-
ticular phases of subjects in the curricula which may be
stimulated through art work. Correlation is one of the
teacher's most useful tools in bringing pleasure and life
into art work.
The purpose of correlation is to enrich as well as
to enlarge the scope of other subjects, and give additional
interest to art work itself. Correlation can be divided
into two types; first, the subject matter and inspiration
come from other subjects and are embodied in an art project;
whose final result is a part of the work of another depart-
ment
.
The time given to the arts varies greatly in the
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These variations are in their way an
1
different courses
.
indication of the relative value placed on the subject in the
cities and state represented in the report. The average
time allotment is two and one-half periods required time and
four and one-half periods elective time.
Figure 5 . shown above, shows the relationship of
the required to the elective time in five states from which
sufficient data was received for comparison. The percen-
tages are based upon the weekly time of five cities of ap-
proximately the same size in each of these states.
The proportion of required and elective course in
the seventh, eighth and ninth grades, is shown in Figure 6
on the following page.
1 - See Appendix pp.98-‘'n2
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FIG. 6
Number
of
Courses
Grade Required Elective R ^ E
1 10 7 100 10 90.90 9.10
107 8 80 27 74.76 25.24
^7 9 40 57 41 .2^ 58. 7T
The proportion of the required and elective hours
in the seventh, eighth and ninth grade is shown in Figure 1
FIG. 7
Number
of
Hours
Grade Required Elective R °/o E io
208 7 185 25 88.94 11.06
251 8 145 108 56.57
'
45.05
294 9 64 230 21.77 78.25
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Calvin Coolidge
(i87?-1933)
"Engrossed by the pressure of world-
ly affairs, we are too prone to disregard the
vital importance to life of the fine arts,
"It is in order that these may exist
that we rise above the field, the shop and the
market place, that out of their bounty there
maj^ be woven into life the richness of in-
creasing befiuty, the grace of a higher nobil-
ity. It is through art that people find the
expression of their better, truer selves."
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STOmARY
The United States assumed its place as a nation
practically at the time of the Industrial Revolution, Little
attention was given to art or its products because the mater-
ial needs of life absorbed all the energies of our people.
As the nation expanded and industries developed, it became
apparent that we could not continue to be dependent upon Eu-
ropean artists, designers and art products.
Art education has made marked progress since its
introduction in the public schools in l821. Emphasis has
been placed from time to time upon the vocational objectives,
upon "Art for Art’s Sake," upon the Commercial Arts, the
Household Arts, the History of Art and Practical Arts, Much
has been written about art in industry, culture, pure aesthe-
tics, and art for everyday life. Art instruction has swung
from one extreme to another, and at the present time objec-
tives of art education are expressed chiefly in terms of ap-
preciation.
The value of art as a means of educating and up-
lifting human society is emphasized by many educators. Art
education makes life richer through the refinement of emo-
tions, and the engendering of attitudes essentially aesthe-
tic. A capacity for appreciating beauty which can be deve-
loped is inherent, to some degree, in all normal individuals.
Everyone needs the development of this capacity as part of
his general education, a practical knowledge of what is in
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good taste, refined, a.nd according to recognized standards
of art, so that he may decide questions involving principles
of art related to the home, the community, business, or in-
dustrial life. One of arts’ strongest claims for a place in
education is its social , significance. Art aids in promoting
worthy home membership, civic consciousness, enrichment in
use of leisure time, culture and refined taste.
The present trend in art education is to arouse and
preserve in all pupils an interest and appreciation in art,
as it appears in the world of nature, the works of man, and
wherever found in everyday life, and to develop creative self-
expression. As far as could be ascertained similar trends
are evident in Scotland, England, France and Germany. Art
education is gaining an increasingly important place in the
curriculums and more time that formerly is alloted for its
promotion.
The peculiar functions of the junior high school
make it obligatory that the pupils be offered a fundamental
art training on account of its aesthetic and social values.
The function of art education in the junior high school has
for its objective the following aims: (1) the arousing and
preserving of interest in art through the cultivation of ap-
preciation; (?) the enlarging and enriching of aesthetic ex-
perience through exercise of the imagination and the creative
impulse in design; (3) the furnishing of educational guidance
and vocational information, distinguishing between apprecia-
tion which applies to all pupils, and creation, which applies
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to a few pupils; (4) the discovering of talent in gifted pu-
pils, and (3) the furnishing of vocational art training for
talented pupils.
Examination of current courses of study disclosed
the trend and extent to which the aims lead to the fulfill-
ment of art education in the junior high school, A summ-
ary of this examination is as follows: (1) to arouse and
preserve in all pupils an interest in art, as it appears in
the; world of nature and art, through cultivation of appre-
ciation; (2) to function as a field of exploration for, (a)
discovering of talented pupils, (b) educational and voca-
tional guidance, (c) special training; (^) to cultivate and
develop selective judgment, to be intelligent cunsumers,
through knowledge and use of art principles; (4) to enlarge
and enrich aesthetic experiences through exercise of the
creative impulse and imagination; (5) to lead toward, (a^ a
wise use of leisure, (b) the building of an ethical charac-
ter, (c) development of good citizenship; and (6) to ac-
quaint pupils with their art heritage, with the best of
world art.
There is a general agreement as to aims but a
statement of aims is, however, no assurance that the aims are
achieved. Whether or not these aims are carried out depends,
in a large measure, upon the organization of the course and
the ability of each teacher to carry them out.
The topics and the development of subject matter
vary greatly. This has been shown in the three courses
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s.nalized, the Washington State topics are; seventh year the
home; eighth year, the cornmnnity; ninth year, the school.
In the State of Missouri course these topics are all includ-
ed in the first year. The second year topics are, the
State 8jid Nation; the third year, structural and decorative
art. The Baltimore course of art centers the work of the
three years around painting, sculpture, architecture, indus-
trial art, and commercial art. Such differences of organi-
zation are typical of all the junior high school courses ex-
amined.
The ^junior high school attempts to provide an en-
vironment of co-operative living where each individual will
have an opportunity for full development. Because art tou-
ches upon so many phases in the everyday life of the indivi-
dual, courses in art have established aims and objectives to
assist in the fulfillnient of the particular functions of the
junior high school. This co-operative endeavor is in order
that many thousands of young people may from day to day be
healthier, happier, more industrious, and finally, more res-
ponsible in all of their personal relationships.
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APPENDIX

ITEMS OF INTEREST
MISSISSIPPI
There are almost no schools in Mississippi that
offer art courses. The State Department of Education, how-
ever, is doing some fund a.mental art work through its Home
Economics group. The aim is to develop ways of thinking
based on Art principles and to develop power of creating
with individuality and taste.
There is a definite striving on the part of indi-
vidual schools inspired by the teachers. The Central high
school at Jackson has made remarkable progress in art work,
exhibitions being sent to many parts of the state. At
Clarksdale the school has a splendid permanent collection of
good reproductions of paintings and statuary. The collec-
tion, w^orth more than two thousand dollars, was made possi-
ble by the donations of the pupils.
WISCONSIN
At Racine, Wisconsin, special classes for talented
junior high school pupils are sponsored by the Art Depart-
ment, In some cases four or five especially gifted pupils
worked with the high school classes for four months.
DELAWARE
In 1950 the first state supervisor of art was ap-
pointed in Delaware, Up to this time there had been no
required art work. The pupils were dull-eyed and listless
during the first lessons but as appreciation opened their
- 95

soul? to the beauty about them they became alert and happy.
The need of art education became so apparent that in 1931
the time allotment was increased from one hour a week to
two or three hours a week, and two assistant supervisors
were appointed.
NEBRASKA
Lincoln, Neb., April 27, 1933 (aP)
—
A picture library where students may check out
works of art Just as they do novels has been started by the
home economics school at the Unjversity of Nebraska.
The library even furbishes a case for carrying
the pictures. The object is to inculcate appreciation for
recognized masterpieces.
Only a small stock of pictures has been provided
so far, but probably it will be augmented later. The list
includes Cornoyer*s "Madison Square", Raphael*s "Madonna of
the Poor", Pietro de Hooch* s "Lie Apfelchalerin"
,
Liego
Velasquez*s "Infanta Marguerita"
,
Lottman's "Entrence to the
City Hall", and Figure *s "Chartres Cathedral".
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OUTLINE FOR COMPILING INFORMATION
1. UNDERSTAnO COMMUNITY NEEDS AND RESOURCES. 2. APPRECIATE
Citq Indusfrics
IrivoMn;^ Ar+
Furniture.
faclorics
Comb Shops
Textile Mills
Woolen Mills
Dress
csiablishmcnb
Novelties 4- toqs
Etc.
Groups
Involved
3
Elconomic
Ogssifleafion
Processes
Involved
Furnilurc men
Printers
Iron Workers
Architects
Builders
Carpenters
Painters
Brassv^orkers
Tinsmiths
Stone workers
Dressmakers
Mi I liners
Jewelers
5i^n writers
'Sales people
House holders
Labor Unions
Womens Clubs
trade Ass'n
Professions
Art Soclefn
Citizens
Producers in
factories and
shops
Disiribofers
in stores A
I. Appreciation — to provide
Creative Art — to help
r I
Understanding
Human Needs
a
Studt^in^ Best
Examples
3
Making Orij^inal
Sketches
4
Making Finished
Sketches
5
Making Worklnj^
Drawings 4<Modcls
6 —
Constructinj^
Complete Artie1^
5ellinjJ Completed
Article
r
,
S
.<
Buuintf and Usind
Article ^
means of improving public -
individuals to develop and
Consumers
in homes -K
FOR USE IN FORMULATING COURSE OF STUDY
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES. 3, FORMULATE AMO REALIZE A DEFIMITE PLAM.
5
Tralnlnjg
heeded for
Invcnfors
Manufaclurers
Managers
Designers
Apchi+ccls
Draf4smen
Craflsmen
Arilsans
Workmen
Foremen
Merchanfs
Salespeople
Cifizcns
Householders
fas+e.
use fheir lalen+s.
6
Edocafion
Necessarq
7
Courses fo be
Planned
8
Resul+s
Desired
Adap'fahililq Furn’ilure| Infel llgenf
Ima^ina+ion (Oc^ig'n consumers
Cons4ruc4lve -Ihoi Inferior DecoraKon AlepI salespeople
On’^mallfi^ ArchlTecfural More skilled
Use of Li'brarq drawing workmen
4 Museum Commercial Trained designers
Drawing drawing Beffer prodoefs
Modeling II lushra+ion (Apfi sf i
Design Lefierin^ Finer homes
O+ho^paphics lopc^raphq Improved ciiies
Geome+rq Modelling Better cih'zens
Mafhmafics Defailing More culfupe
Technical ^kill Surveqing OppopfuniHes
Processes Carving
Hisforic 3fq(es
fo realize
Ornamenfs and enjoq
loo Is Cablnef v>Aork all fhe
Maferials Dress Design possibllifies
Effi’ciencq H isfor ic Cosfume of American
Economics
PsqcKolo^q
Good l^fe
Apppeclafion
Enjoqmenf
Efc. Life
Worlfiq Leisure
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REQUIRED and elective ART COURSES TIME
ALLOTMENT IN SOME STATES and CITIES IN THE
UNITED STATES
STATE
&RADE
TIME REQUIRED
ELECTIVE
7 8 9 7 6 a
ALABAMA coc/r*e 1 1 1 E E E
ARIZONA E E E
ARKANSAS
For+ SmI+h 1 Zo *-
1
3 or I R E E
CALIFORNIA
Berkclcq 2 0^5 3 5 R E E
Fresno 3 3 2 R E E
Lonjgf Beach Z 2R 4E 5to 10 R R E
Oa.kla.ncl 5 5 R R E
Passadena 5 5 5 R E E
Palo Al+o 3 3 R R
San Francisco 2R 4E 3 4 R E E
C0LORA DO S+a.+<fc Cour** 1 1 R R E
Colorado Springs zL 2.i R E E
Denver* 2 2 R R E
Pueblo 2 2 a R K E
CONNECTICUT
Mew Brifain 2 2 R E
New Haven 1 1 1 <>»• i R R R
Wa+er burq R R E
DELAWA R E course
Wilmin^-fon 2®-
3
2 or 3
To b©
Arran^jed R R E
DIST OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON 3 3 1 R R R
FLORIDA si-a+<i Course ZK ZE 2 2 R E E
Q“E10RGIA s+a.+tt Course Z 2 2 Sug ges+cd
Columbus 1 4
PCRIODS RtQumED
tH XnouSTniAL aCMOOLB
1
R
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STATE Tl ME REQUIREDELECTIVE
7 8 7 8 9
Savannah a a a K R E
ILLINOIS
Chicago ai R
E. S+. Louis a ^R 3E li R R E
Jolic+ a 4 R E
INDIANA
Sou4h Bend 2 2 |TO 5 R R R
IOWA
Davcnpor'+ 3 3 3 R R E
Dcs Moines 5 R R E
Sioux CiTti a a - 5 FOR^ SPECIAL R R R
KANSAS
~^OPEKA 4 Courses
Commercial a 4- 4- R E E
Encfl ish a a 5 R R R
Qenera.1 a a 3 E E E
Indos+rial 5 3 5 R R R
KENTUCKY
Ash land 3 a E E
Lexinjg’+on 1 1 1 R R E
Owensboro 2 3 R K
LOUISIANA
New Orleans a a 3 R R E
MAINE S+a+e Course 1 3 + 4 R E E
MARYLAND
Bal+imorc a a a R R R
MASSACHUSETTS
Av'lin^+on a a a R R E
Evereff a a a R R E
Malden a a a R R E
Med-Pord 1 1 IR 6E R R R
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STATE
GRADE
TIME REQUIRED
EUECTI VE
V s © 7 8 ©
Naw+on \-k l-i t-i K R R
Revere 2 2 2 R R R
Somervi II© I I I R R E
Sprin^'FlcId 2 2 2 R R R
Wei lesleq 2 2 R R
Worcc-s+er a 2 5 R R E
MICHIGAN
riin+ 2 2 5 R R E
Lansinj^ 5 5 3 R R R
Sa<^ma.w 2 2 3 in Voc. E R K E
MINNESOTA
Minneapol is 2 2 5 R R E
5+. Paul 5 5 R E E
MISSOURI STATE. COURSE 3 3 5 R R E
HannI bal 3 3 3 R E E
3f. Louis 4- 2R 3E 5 R R E
MONTANA STATE COURSE I IR 4E 5 R R E
NEBRASKA
Lincoln 2 R
Omaha. 2 2 R R
New Jersey
Bayonne 2 2 2-4 R R E
EHieabeLh I I
K 5 N®r»nal “t*
Prac+ical At+
6. Sc^eri-l-rfic
<»-coTnmerci&l
R R
New Brunswick I 2 r\ e'<c«>9+Corimenriai R R R
Tren+on I IK IE 5 R R E
NEW MEXICO REquiRED, TIME OF'TIONAL W ITH TElACHER
MEW YORK
Gloversvi 1 1© R R E
Roches+er R R R
NORTH CAROLINA
Char loH-e E E E
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STATE
G-RAOe
Tl ME RE 9 UIRE0
ELECTIVE
7 a 9 7 a 9
WIns+on-Salcm E E E
Ra.lel^h a ^R 6E 10 K R E
Noi^+h DAKOTA state coorse 2 2 5 R R E
OHIO
Cincinnaf i a a 2 R R R
Cleveland a a 10 R R E
Columbus a a 2 R E E
Lakewood 2.1 liR 5E I^R 5E R R R
Lima a a 2 R R E
Sprinjgfield a a a R R R
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa 1 1 I E E E
ORCGOM STATE COURSE 3 3 2i R R R
PENNSYLVANIA
Erie a 2 a R R R
Harrisburg 1 1 1 R R R
Lancaster a- 3 a a R R R
Philadelphia a a a R R R
Pitisbur^ a a 5 R R E
Readirjj^ 1 1 1 R R R
Wi 1 liawsporh a a a R R R
RHODE ISLAND
Providence a 2.or 4. 2o»-4 R R E
SOUTH CAROLINA
Spar+anbur^ 1 1 1 E E E
SOUTH DAKOTA state course a 2 5 R R E
TEN NESS E E R R R
TEXAS
Amar i 1 lo a Mech, D 1& E R
El Paso R R R
San Anhonlo 1 1 5 R E E
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3
2 or 3 E E E
Academic 5 E
Indus+riaJ a 5 R R
Commercial s E
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VIRGINIA
Richmond 1 a a R E E
Roanoke. Z 21? 5£ 5 R R E
WASHINGTON state; course
Olunnpia a 2 5 R R E
ScaHle a 2 5 R R E
WEST VIRGINIA
Chanics+on R R E
WISCONSIN
Apple+on 3 3 5 R R E
Kenosha. IR 2E IR 2E a R R E
Madison 1 1 R R
ManH-owoc a a a R F? E
Milwaukee a 2R3E 5 R K E
Racine IR ^E IR 2E 5 R R E
Wausau 1 1 R R E
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Cheqenne Mech’lDraw’jg' R
Sheridan R R E
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EXPMSIQN OF ART INTERESTS - HOBBIES FOR LEISURE TIME'*
POTTERY, GLASS, METAL.
Glass (ancient and modern)
Pottery (china, ceramics)
Tiles
Pewter
Candlesticks (hrass, pewter, silver, iron)
Andirons and other fireplace fixtures
weather vanes
Coins
Armor
Silver spoons
Jev/elry
TEXTILES
Batiks
Tied and dyed
Block printing (wood and linoleum)
Painted textiles
Stencils
Hooked rugs
Old guilts
Samplers
Costumed dolls from many lands
Historic costume
Modem costume
Millinery (from past to present)
Shawls (Persian, Indian, Paisley, Spanish, etc.)
ART OF PRESS
Becoming styles (line and color)
Materials
Textures
Study of Personality
Ensemhle
Accessories
PRINTS, ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPHY
Engraving on wool, copper, etc.
Etching, aqautints. mizzotints
Linoleum or wood block prints
Reproductive processes
Photography
Cartooning
1 - Florence N. Levy, Vocational Guidance in the Design Arts,
Educational Magazine, March 1932.
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BOOKS, TYPOGRAPHY, LETTERING, MANUSCRIPTS
Fine printed books (old and modern)
Children’s illustrated boo3cs (ancient and modern)
Bo okbinding
Illuminated manuscripts
Persian and Indian manuscripts
The art of writing in dirferent countries
Modern lettering (pens and built up letters)
Christmas cards
Wrapping papers
Bookplates
Posters and advertising
Monograms
Gift books, lettered and illuminated
FURNITURE, INTERIOR DECORATION
Assembling various articles for the home
(arrangement of these)
Chairs, beds, chests, etc.
Hangings ( curtains
)
Rugs
Lamps (light fixtures)
Clocks
Table and flower arrangement
(see under Pottery, Glass, Metal)
ARCHITECTURE
Domestic and Foreign
Old doorways
Styles and their iniluence on present day architec
ture
Modern architectural development
LAITDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Planting
Gard ening
Color schemes in flower gardens
CIVIC ART
Regional planning
Layout of cities, towns, villages
Parks
How art will improve the above
SCULPTURE
Wood-carving, whittling
104

Soap carving
Modelling in clay (animals, figures, portraits)
Low relief and relief in the round
Architectural sculpture
Sculptured design (on new huildings)
PAINTING
Landscapes, portraits, still life, flowers
Im^inative subjects (in oil, water color, pastel)
Painting (past and present in all countries)
PRIMITIVE ART
American Indians
Mexican (aztecs, Mayans)
Peruvian
Alaskan
Totem poles
Baskets
Pottery
Blankets
Bead work
Symbolism
Oriental art
ART IN CHURCH
Architecture
Stained glass
Textiles (altar cloths, robes)
Vif'oodvvork, carving
Painting
Sculpture
Brasses
Inscriptions
Symbolism
ART EOR CHILDREN
Toys
Books
Interior decoration
Dress
Shadov; plays
Marionettes
Motion pictures
Pictures
Wall hangings
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THEATER ART
The theatre (costumes, stage sets)
The motion picture
Marionette: shows
Puppet shows
Lighting
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COURSES IN PREPAPATIGN FOR ARTISTIC GARBERS 1
1
AUVERTISIRGCsee Graphics)
AUkYOin:
APPRECIATIOIK see Lectures)
ARCHITECTURE
Construction
Design
Drafting
Engineering
Interior decoration
Landscape architecture
Model making
Plan reading
Rendering
CERAMICS
Chemistry
Decoration
Design
Firing
Glass molding & "blowing
Modeling
Pottery
Stained glass
Wheel throwing
COLOR THEORY
COMMERCIAL ART(see Graphics)
COSTmtE(or Fashion)
Design
Dressmaking
Illustration
Sketching
Stage and Historic
CRAFTS
Basketry
Batik
Block printing
Bookbinding
Clay modeling(see Modeling)
Jewelry
Leather
Stenciling
Toy making
Weaving(see Textiles)
Wood carving(see Wood)
2
DECORATING
Air brush work
Box tops
Greeting cards
Lamp shades
novelties
Stenciling, etc,
DESIGN THEORY
DRAWING
Anatomical
Architectural
Antique
Life
Map
Mechanical
Scientific
Sketch
DYliAJyllC SYMMETRY
FASHION(see Costume)
1 - Sallie B, Tannahill, Fine Arts for Public School Adminis-
trators, Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York, 1932
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PAINTINGGRAPHIC ARTS
Advertising
Block cutting & printing
Caricature( cartoons)
commercial design
Engraving
Etching
IllustrationCbook, cata-
logue ,newspaper , magazine)
lettering
Lithography-
posters
Printing
Show-card writing
Typography-
Wallpaper
3
Flower
Landscape & marine
Miniature
Mural
Oil
Portrait & figure
Sign
Still life
Water color
PHOTOGRAPHY
Artistic
Commercial
Lantern slides
Motion pictures
Retouching
INTERIOR DECORATION
Design
History
Practical application
Theory
LECTURES
METAL WORK
Bronze casting
Copper and brass
Design
Die cutting & sinking
Enameling
Iron fencing
Jewelry making
Pattern making
Silver & gold smithing
MODELING
Architectural
Ceramlo
Decorative
Medalic
Monumental
Stone cutting
4
POTTERY (see Ceramics)
SCULPTURE (see Modeling)
TEACHER TRAINING (Normal Art)
TEXTILE
Batik
Block printing
De s ign
Decoration
Dyeing
Embroidery
Lace making
Weaving
THEATRE
Costume design
Cost-ume construction
Marionettes
Masks
Pageantry
Scenic design
Scenic construction

WINDOW DRESSING
WOOD WORKING
Carving
Design
Furniture
interior trim
Pattern making
Toy making
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